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User Interfaces 
 
1 Physical ports connections 
At the rear of all product versions there are various connectors for different services, these will 
vary depending on the product supplied. The example shown below is a four port BRI IAD. 
 

Reset4321Power ADSL Service

 
 
1.1 Power Connector 
Important: Only use the mains power adapter supplied. Connect the power adapter to the 
mains using an IEC320 connector at the adapter and a suitable (country specific) mains 
connector at the other end. 
 
1.2 Data connections 
The ADSL/SHDSL connection uses pins 3 and 4 of the RJ11 socket. 
The service port connector is an RJ45 socket (see section on CLI for details). 
The LAN port is a RJ45 socket with the characteristics of a router/hub. 
The USB port is not currently used. 
 
1.3 Telephony connections 
Some products have a mixture of POTS and BRI and some PRI products have more than one dsl 
connection. 
 
1.3.1 POTS connections 
The POTS interface is FXS only, using pins 3 and 4 of each RJ11 socket. 
 
1.3.2 ISDN Equipment Termination 
ISDN ports can be either Terminal Equipment (TE) and, or Network Termination (NT) depending 
on the hardware supplied and depending on the ‘end’ equipment termination, you may need to 
use a crossover cable for connection. 

 
1.3.3 ISDN Port – BRI (RJ45 SOCKET) 

   Pin 1              Pin 8 

 

Pin No.   Description   Signal Direction 
3   Transmit Data (Tx-A)   
4   Receive data (Rx-A)   
5   Receive data (Rx-B)   
6           Transmit data (Tx-B)       
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1.3.4 ISDN Port – PRI (RJ45 SOCKET) 

Pin No.   Description   Signal Direction 
1   Receive data (Rx-A)   
2   Receive data (Rx-B)   
4   Transmit data (Tx-B)   
5                Transmit data (Tx-A)   

 

2 Reset Button 
The reset button can be used in 2 different ways 
 
1.To reset (restart) the IAD – to do this press the reset button and the IAD will restart. 
 
2. To factory default the IAD use either of these methods; 

• With power on, press reset and release, press reset again - hold for 5 seconds and 
release button, all LED will flash. Reboot the IAD. 

• With Power off, press and hold reset button. Power on and release button after 5 
seconds – all LED will flash. Reboot the IAD. 

 

3 Document Layout 
There are two methods of configuring the products – via a web page or a Command Line 
Interface (CLI). Throughout this document there are examples of the Web configuration followed 
by the corresponding CLI command set. When referring to CLI commands the typeset will change 
to italic bold. 
 

4 Web interface 
It is assumed that the IAD administrator is familiar enough with IP and subnets to be able to 
browse to the IAD, which is available initially via IP address 192.168.1.1. – If not, the web user 
guide gives full instructions on how to achieve this. Once connected, you will be presented with 
the Welcome page. This page is updated every 10 seconds or so. 
 
4.1 Welcome Web page / Status Web page 
The Welcome web page is only available on initial connection – once refreshed the Web page 
title changes to Status – the page content is however the same.  
 

 
 

4.2 Status Web page content 
The Status web page reflects the status of all connected interfaces and clicking on the port name 
or the Show Statistics links derives that ports status.  
The Hardware status section shows the current version of firmware that the IAD is running. 
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4.3 Web page navigation 
If you try to navigate this page you will be prompted with a login dialog box. The default User 
Name = admin and Password = admin 
 
In the left hand pane there is a list of menu options – clicking on any item will display a sub menu. 
Clicking on a sub menu item will display a page relevant to the description. 
 
4.4 Web page help 
On Configuration pages (not the status page) help is available by clicking on the hyperlink word 
adjacent to the parameter field. Note some parameter fields have a default value set. 
 
5 Command Line Interface 
The Control Line Interface (CLI) is available via the serial outlet (marked “Service”) on the rear. 
Connection is via a service port serial lead that has a RJ45 connection towards the IAD and a 9-
way Cannon ‘D’ (female) connector towards the configuration equipment. The ‘pin outs’ for the 
cable are given in the following table. 
 

RJ45 PIN Colour  9 Way D Type 
6 Green/White  3 
5 White/Blue  5 
4 Blue/White  5 
3 White/Green  2 

 
To connect a PC via the serial port you will need to use a terminal emulation program, such as 
HyperTerminal and use these settings; 
 
9600 Baud, 8 Bits, 1 Stop, Parity None, No Handshake 
 
When you have communication you will be prompted for the default user id/login = admin and 
password = admin 
 
5.1 Using Scripts 
These notes contain a configuration derived from test scripts and form Appendix B – titled 
Examples of this document. It is possible to load entire scripts through a terminal emulator.  
 
Note: For some terminal programs you may have to set the ASCII Character delay > 9ms to 
successfully run configuration scripts. 
 
5.2 CLI structure 
Once logged in you will be at the CLI ‘root’ level, there is no directory structure at this level, 
however command entry is consistent with most interfaces of this type, for instance - 
 
You can use the tab key to auto complete commands. 
You can type (command)? for help on the command name. 
You can type (command) ? for help on the options for that command. 
The command input is case sensitive. 
You can abbreviate commands. 
5.3 CLI Port status indication 
Port information and some real-time data are available via the CLI and you can use the ‘show’ or 
‘list’ options under each command to extract this information. These commands give a list of the 
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defined interfaces, attachments and current status. A complete list of commands is detailed in the 
CLI Reference Manual. 
 

5.4 Telnet 
You can also access the CLI via telnet.  
 
6 Event Log 
The Event Log page shows recent events generated on the IAD. From the left-hand menu, select 
‘System’ then ‘Event Log’.  
 

 
 
By default, this page displays a table containing all types of events generated by the IAD during a 
current session (from Power Up). The following types of events are displayed: 
 
• Configuration errors: These errors are highlighted in red in the Event table. 
• Syslog messages: These messages shown in black in the Event table. 
 
You can select which events to display from the drop down box and clicking the ‘view’ button. 
 
For each event displayed in the table, the following information is provided: 
 
• When the event occurred (in seconds since your system was restarted). 
• The process the event occurred in. 
• A brief descriptions of the Event. 
 
To clear the event log, click on ‘Clear these entries’. 
 

7 Configuring User Accounts 
By default, an administrator account exists with access privileges set to allow the administrator to 
create new accounts, save backup configurations, restore factory defaults and configure the 
device via the CLI, console and Web pages. 
 
From the Configuration menu, click on ‘Authentication’. The following page is displayed: 
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7.1 Creating a new login account 
Click ‘Create a new user’. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 

There are two types of account you can create 
• A dialin account that allows the user to access the system via a dialin connection, for 

example, using PPP, but cannot login to the system directly. 
• A login account that allows the user to login to the system directly, but cannot access the 

system via a dialin connection. 
 

Type details for the new user into the Username, Password and Comment text boxes, and 
select a ‘May login?’ option: 

• ‘true’ means that the user can login but not dialin 
• ‘false’ means that the user can dialin but not login 
 

Click ‘Create’. The Authentication page is displayed. The table now contains details for the user 
that you have just created. 
 

7.2 Editing/deleting a login account 
The Authentication page table contains an ‘Edit user’ hyperlink for each user account entry. 
 
Select a user and click on ‘edit’ and the following page is displayed: 
 

 
 

This page allows you to update details for a specific user account. Modify the necessary text 
boxes then click ‘Apply’. 
 
Once you have edited or deleted a user account, the Authentication page is displayed and the 
table reflects any changes that you have made on the edit user page. 
8 Configuring User Access via the CLI 
To add a dialin user, use the command: 
system add user <name> [“comment”] 
 

To add a login user, use the command: 
system add login <name> [“comment”] 
 

8.1 Configuring existing user accounts via the CLI 
By default, new users are given the default access level, which is ‘superuser’: 
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To change existing user details use the following commands: 
system set {login|user} <name> access {default|engineer|superuser} 
system set {login|user} <name> maydialin {enabled|disabled} 
system set {login|user} <name> mayconfigure {enabled|disabled} 
system set {login|user} <name> mayconfigureweb {enabled|disabled} 
system set user <name> password <password> 
 
To delete a user: 
system delete user <name> 
system delete login <name> 
 

9 Saving the configuration from the web page 
To save the running configuration – use either the Configuration or System menu and select the 
‘Save Config’ option. 
 

 
 

9.1 Back up and Re-loading a saved configuration from the web page 
You can backup and then restore a configuration by using the IAD restore features. Select 
System menu and then ‘Backup/Restore’ option. 
 

 
 

Important Notes:  
If you restore a configuration from another IAD of the same type – edit the file and remove the 
MAC address entry. 
 
If you restore a configuration from another IAD not of the same type – edit the file and remove all 
hardware references as well as the MAC address entry. 
9.2 Save Restore and Backup from the CLI 
To save the configuration system configuration save or sys conf save 
To back up the configuration system conf backup (filename) 
To Restore the configuration system conf restore (filename), or 
system conf restore factory to default the unit. 
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10 Changing a running configuration 
It is possible to change most IAD settings dynamically but it is recommended to save and restart 
the IAD after any significant change. When altering VoIP settings you are required to stop the 
running VoIP protocol first. 
 

10.1 Stopping VoIP protocol from the Web page 
To stop a VoIP protocol, select Configuration menu and the VoIP option. Press the ‘Stop running 
protocol’ button, save the configuration and restart the IAD. Once restarted you can then make 
your changes, re-start the protocol and re-save your configuration.  
 

10.2 Stopping a running VoIP protocol from the CLI 
From the CLI type: 
voip set protocol none 
system config save 
system restart 
 
Once the IAD has restarted make your changes, then type - 
voip set protocol (mgcp or sip) 
system config save (optional command) 
 

11 Upgrading an IAD 
It will be necessary to upgrade your IAD with new firmware from time to time – this can be 
achieved via the Web interface or via the CLI (see Appendix A – Upgrade via CLI).  
 
Important: If the IAD is running a VoIP protocol you must stop it first (see above). 
 

11.1 Upgrading via the web interface 
On some major upgrades it may be necessary to restore the factory default values. Therefore 
back up your configuration first and stop any running VoIP protocol, then from the System menu 
select ‘Firmware upgrade’. Browse to the .tar file that will have been sent too you (do not attempt 
to unpack the file) and select ‘Update now’. 
 

 
 
The update process can take several minutes – there is a progress bar. Once updated you will be 
prompted to restart the IAD – once rebooted from the System menu select ‘Save Config’ and 
once again restart the IAD. 
 
System architecture 
 

12 Basic Configuration 
These notes are sufficient to load all IAD interfaces with a configuration allowing VoIP (SIP or 
MGCP) to be deployed via the Ethernet or dsl interface. 
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12.1 Configuration Strategy 
Certain elements of the IAD are dependant on other configuration being set up first. A 
configuration strategy is therefore required – the one below is proven. 
 Set up LAN interface 

Set up WAN interface (optional) 
Set up IP Routes 
Set up Security (optional) 
Set up Voice protocol 
Select Interface to use 
Start Voice protocol 
 

13 Services, Transports and Interfaces 
To use the IAD you add services by selecting a transport type, PPPoA for instance and 
associating an appropriate interface port to it, a PVC in this case. For routed services (as in this 
case) define an IP interface in the router and then attach it to the service. 

 
13.1 Default and simple bridge/router network configuration 

 
By default an ethernet transport called ether01 is attached to the physical Ethernet port, which is 
connected in turn to the LAN. The router running on the IAD is bridged to the ether01 transport 
via an IP interface iplan so that traffic can be routed through the LAN. 
 
Typically the IAD is connected to the WAN via DSL port a1 using a suitable WAN transport 
(PPPoA for instance), in this case called ppp-0 and has an IP interface ppp-035 attached. In this 
case the IP interface terminates at the router element of the IP stack.  
 
Depending on the product supplied determines whether the DSL port is configured or not. 
14 Network Interface selection  
It is possible to deploy the IAD in two different configurations - as a packetizer, or as a ‘full’ 
Integrated Access Device (IAD). 
 

14.1 Using the WAN interface (IAD) 
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This is the ‘traditional’ concept of an IAD where the IAD handles all the data and dsl connections 
in both directions from the IP network. This method of working also optimises the QoS and 
Security (NAT and Firewall) functionality of the IAD. 
 

14.2 Using the LAN interface (packetizer) 
 

 
If this method of connection is implemented then there could be an impact on performance, as 
QoS, the built in ‘health check’ monitor and Traffic Shaping are functions of, or are optimized to 
use the WAN port of the IAD. 
 

14.3 Debug Voice protocols and Streams 
Debugging VoIP protocols whilst using a WAN service (via dsl) is a near impossible task, so for 
testing purposes it may be worth considering using a variation of the ‘packetizer’ method of 
connection first. By connecting a HUB between the IAD and the IP network at the ‘Test point’ 
(shown in the packetizer example above) you can use a PC trace tool such as ethereal to view 
end-to-end call messaging and media processing in real-time. Once you are satisfied you can 
then re-configure to your intended service. Note: Using a Hub may impair voice quality. 
Routing Configuration 
 

15 Changing LAN interface from the Web page 
You may wish to change the default IP address of the IAD, to do this select ‘LAN connections’ 
from the Configuration menu and press ‘Change default LAN port IP address’. 
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If you have changed the IP address you will be prompted to browse to that address – whether this 
is successful or not is obviously dependent on the new address, the PC’s current address and the 
subnets involved. 
 

15.1 Using Virtual LAN interfaces vs. Secondary IP addresses 
On the LAN web page it is possible to set a secondary IP address for the IAD, however this 
address must be within the same subnet as the primary IP address of the IAD (as you cannot set 
a subnet from the web page). It is however possible and is recommended to set up a Virtual 
Interface instead. Select ‘Change default LAN port IP address’, then the ‘Create a new virtual 
interface’ option on the web page and declare the new IP address and subnet mask for the Virtual 
network. 
 

15.2 Changing LAN IP address from the CLI 
To change the iplan (default LAN) address: 
ip set interface iplan ipaddress (ip address) (subnet) 
 
Note: The optional subnet value if not entered is /24 by default. 
15.3 Adding a virtual interface to the LAN 
To add a Virtual Interface: 
ip add int VIP-1 ip (ip address) (subnet) 
ip attachvirtual VIP-1 iplan 
Note: IP address cannot be the ‘0’ (network) address of the subnet. 
 
16 Setting up routes - Create Route option 
Before you start to configure the IAD to run VoIP or other services across WAN interfaces, it is 
important to understand that when creating ‘routed’ WAN services via the web interface the 
default nature of the transport attribute createroute is set to enabled. This createroute attribute 
adds the WAN route to the IP Route table when the WAN interface connects and removes it if the 
service disconnects. If a default route has not manually been configured in the routing table then 
the WAN service route will become the default route – It is important to note that this may cause 
problems when configuring multiple WAN services and that this may have an impact on any 
existing local routing. Setting the createroute attribute to disable by editing the WAN service will 
alter this behavior.  
17 Setting up WAN interfaces 
The IAD allows multiple WAN services to be defined over separate ATM pvc’s - The following 
WAN transports are available; 
 
RFC1483 Routed / Bridged 
PPPoA Routed / Bridged 
PPPoE Routed 
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IPoA Routed 
Mac Encapsulated Routing (MER) 
 

17.1 Set up a WAN interface using the Web interface 
Select the Configuration menu and the ‘WAN connections’ option. 
 

 
 

Select ‘Create new service’.  
 

 
 

Select your preferred service and press ‘Configure’. 
 
17.2 Revising a configured WAN service  
Certain configurations for WAN services are not available on the initial Service Creation Web 
Page, such as QoS. These settings can be adjusted by selecting ‘edit’ hyperlink next to the 
Service you wish to adjust and select the type of property to alter. Once you have made your 
changes you must save the configuration. 
 
17.3 Creating a Virtual Interface for WAN services 
All ‘routed’ service configurations allow the association of a Virtual interface. Click on the ‘Virtual 
I/F’ link of the created WAN service, add an IP Address for the Interface and define a suitable 
Subnet Mask. Do not use the network address of the subnet as the IP address. 
 

 
17.4 Creating a Virtual Interface for routed WAN services via the CLI 
This is the same procedure as Creating Virtual Interfaces for LAN services. 
 

17.5 Common WAN service elements 
When configuring WAN services there are several fields that are common; 
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Description field:  Enter a name for the service – this is a mandatory requirement for all services. 
 
VPI field: Virtual Path Identifier. The VPI is used to identify the virtual path that a circuit belongs 
to. The VPI can be any value between 0 and 4095. 
 
VCI field: Virtual Channel Identifier. The VCI is a tag that identifies which channel a cell will travel 
over. The VCI can be a value between 1 and 65535 although many channels below 32 are 
reserved for network maintenance functions. 
 
Note: There is support for up to 12 vpi with 16 vci. 
 
17.6 Common Bridged service elements 
Encapsulation: LLC/SNAP. Ethernet over LLC/Snap is the default RFC1483 bridge connection 
method. Alternatively select VcMux. 
 
17.7 Common Routed service elements 
WAN IP address: Select this option if using a fixed WAN IP address. Also fill out the WAN IP 
mask field. 
 
Enable NAT on this interface field: With ‘routed’ services it is possible to enable NAT. NAT is 
used to ‘hide’ the internal network from the external interface by translating the internal private 
network IP to that of the external public network and keeping a map of which session belongs to 
which internal IP address. This means it is possible to only have one public IP address and 
multiple internal addresses. Select to use Enable NAT on this interface if required. See also the 
Security section of these notes. 
 
When both HDLC and LLC headers are disabled, the encapsulation method is VC multiplexed (VC 
Mux), this is the default setting. Alternatively select to use LLC header mode with either LLC (the 
default) or turn on HDLC header mode. 
 
17.8 PPP authentication 
PPP WAN services may require authentication. 
 
Authentication None: No authentication is set. 
 
PAP: Password Authentication Protocol, the server sends an authentication request to the remote 
user that is dialling in. PAP passes the unencrypted username and password and identifies the 
remote end. 
 
CHAP: Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol, the server sends an authentication 
request to the remote user that is dialling in. CHAP passes the encrypted username and 
password and identifies the remote end. 

Fill in the Username and Password required by the ‘far end’ IP service.  

 

18 Configuring RFC1483 Bridged service 
The RFC 1483 Bridged WAN service performs a transparent bridge between the dsl connection 
and the LAN connection. There is no routing of any packets.  
 
Important: DHCP Server must be disabled when using RFC1483 bridged services 
 
See also Common WAN services configuration elements and Common Bridged service elements. 
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Note: When configuring Bridged networks for Data services you will have to set a default route to 
the next hop gateway. See section on Setting IP Routes… on how to do this. 
 
19 Configuring RFC1483 Routed service 
A RFC 1483 Routed connection is a simple routed connection between the IAD and the ‘far end’ IP 
service. 
 
See also: Common WAN services configuration elements, Common Bridged service elements 
and Common Routed service elements. 
 

  
 
Use DHCP: Select when the IP address is to be automatically allocated by the ‘far end’ IP service. 
 
20 Configuring MAC encapsulated Routing  
MAC encapsulated Routing RFC1483 is a Bridged service that is attached and terminates at the 
IAD Router. It is used when you require a bridged link but you want to have more then one IP 
destination (sharing). 
 
See also Common WAN services configuration elements and Common Bridged service elements. 
 
Enter a value in the Interface name 
 
 

Type in the IP address of the ‘Local’ end (IP address at the IAD) and set the Subnet Mask. 
 
Set the PCR (peak cell rate) SCR (sustained cell rate) and BT (bust tolerance) and MBS 
(Maximum Burst Size) for the ATM PVC. Important note: values are Cells per second. 
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Set the QoS requirement for the service running on the PVC by setting the Class value. See also 
section on QoS later in this document. 
 

21 Setting up PPPoA WAN service via Web Page 
This type of connection is used when connecting to ATM based networks. 
 
See also Common WAN services configuration elements,Common Routed service elements and 
PPP Authentication sections of this document. 
 

 
 

Select the method the service uses to obtain its IP address (Automatic, Fixed or Unnumbered). 
Note: Do not use the network address of the subnet as the IP address. 
 

22 Configuration of a PPPoA service via WAN using the CLI 
From the CLI; first define the service by giving the iteration a name, type of transport, interface to 
use and the ATM pvc information. A full script is detailed in Appendix B - ‘Examples’ of this 
document. 
pppoa add transport ppp-0 dialout pvc 1 a1 0 38 
 
Then set up the transport parameters for the new service: 
pppoa set transport ppp-0 password IAD2000 
pppoa set transport ppp-0 username IAD2000@local 
pppoa set transport ppp-0 welogin chap  
pppoa set transport ppp-0 createroute enabled   
 
Define the IP interface to attach to the service created above: 
ip add interface ppp-0 192.168.220.21 255.255.255.252 
 
Finally attach the interface to the service: 
ip attach ppp-0 ppp-0 
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23 Configuring PPPoE routed service via the Web page 
PPPoE routed is used when a WAN Service terminates on an Ethernet network and requires 
authentication (username and password). 
 

See also Common WAN services configuration elements,Common Routed service elements and 
PPP Authentication sections of this document. 
 

 
 

PPPoE Auto Connect: When enabled, the PPP link will be established only when traffic is sent to 
the ‘far end’ IP Service (on demand) and disconnected when traffic has stopped for a certain 
amount of time. This setting is set to ‘off’ by default. See also the User Idle Timeout setting 
below. IMPORTANT: This setting should not be enabled when running VoIP services on that PVC.  
 
Discover IP Subnet from ICMP: Select when the IP address is to be automatically allocated a 
Subnet by the ‘far end’ service. 
 
Access concentrator: A PPPoE tag that identifies a remote access concentrator (or PPPoE server). 
PPPoE will only connect to the named access concentrator. If no concentrator tag is set, PPPoE connects to 
the first access concentrator that responds.  
 
Service name: A PPPoE tag that identifies a specific service that is acceptable to the PPPoE client. If set, 
the PPPoE transport will connect to the first access concentrator it finds that uses this service. If an access 
concentrator is also set, the PPPoE transport will connect to the specified service on the named 
concentrator. 
 
User idle Timeout: This is set to 0 (minutes) by default. When PPPoE Auto Connect is enabled, 
this time represents the idle time when the PPP link will be disconnected. 
 

24 WAN Service Creation  
Once you have finished configuration of the service, select ‘Apply’ or ‘Configure’, the WAN 
service will automatically bind to the dsl interface and for ‘routed’ services an IP interface, based 
on configuration options set on the service’s creation, will be automatically generated and 
attached to the service immediately the dsl link is in service. The IP route will then appear in the 
IP routing table. Please note that if the dsl interface is disconnected the IP route will be removed 
from the IP routing table 
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You will then be returned to the WAN connections page – this will reflect the route you have just 
configured. 
 
To view the status of all created WAN connections, return to the Status web page and click on the 
hyperlink description associated with the service. 
 
25 Setting IP routes 
Static routes can be configured to define specific network routes. You can create multiple IP 
routes to destination addresses via an IP interface or Gateway. 
 
A route specifies a destination network (or single host) together with a mask to indicate the range 
of addresses within the network, and a next-hop gateway or interface. If there is a choice of 
routes, the route with the most specific mask is chosen. 
 
Note: Static routes created towards WAN destinations will be ‘not valid’ until the WAN interface is 
in service (the dsl is connected) and will clash with other WAN interfaces using the ‘create route’ 
option (see section on Setting up routes – create route option). 
 
25.1 Subnet management 
It is possible to add multiple routes, however you cannot overlap their subnets. If an overlap 
occurs the route will be indicated as ‘not valid’ on the Edit Routes web page by a red ‘cross’ in the 
Valid field and an error will be generated in the error log.  
 
Once you have configured your route and selected ‘Apply’ on the Create new route page - you 
will be returned to the IP V4Route… page – the route added is displayed with any other routes. 
 
25.2 IP Routing rule 
The web page allows you to define a route that ‘points’ towards an interface as well as towards a 
gateway. It is advisable to avoid this configuration by selecting either of destinations as certain IP 
switches cannot cope with this conflict. If so configured it is possible that the intended service 
using that route will suffer from delay, which is to be avoided especially when using VoIP 
protocols. 
 
25.3 Common Route elements 
When configuring IP routes there are several fields that are common to the different routing 
methods. 
 
Cost field: Specify the number of hops counted as the Cost of the route. 
 
Advertise field: Enable/disable the advertising of the route via RIP by selecting true/false. If there 
is a choice of routes for a destination, the route with the most specific mask is chosen. 
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25.4 Configure IP Routing via the web interface 
To create new routes select ‘IP Route’ from Configuration menu on the left hand pane, any 
existing routes are displayed. Click the ‘Create new IP v4Route…’ link. 
 

 
 
25.5 To add a ‘default route’ via an interface 
 

 
 

This option is useful if you don’t know the value of the IP address of the default gateway because 
you are connecting via a WAN link that has its IP address set dynamically on connection. Leave 
all values blank and then click on the Interface drop down box and select an interface to use  – 
Click ‘OK’. 
 

25.6 To add a ‘static route’ to an Interface 
Set the Destination network and set the Netmask and leave the Gateway field blank then click 
on the Interface drop down box and select an interface to use – Click ‘OK’. 
  
25.7 To add a ‘static route’ to a Gateway 
Set the destination network, add the Gateway and set the subnet then select the interface to use 
to ‘none’ – Click ‘OK’. 
 
25.8 To add a default route via a Gateway 
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To add a default route, enter the Gateway address and select the Interface as ‘none’ – Click 
‘OK’. 
 

25.9 Alter Routing of Configured IP routes 
From the IP routes page select the ‘Advanced’ link on the route you wish to change – this 
displays the current details of the route.  You must save the configuration before any changes are 
effective. 
 
25.10 Viewing Web generated routes via the CLI 
Each route you define from the web page has an associated ‘route name’ that is not displayed on 
the web page. If you wish to view these routes via CLI the following format is used. 
 
1st route defined = item0, 2nd route defined = item1, etc. 
 

26 Configure the default gateway and defining routes using the CLI 
If you define routes from the CLI you have to name the route as an extra step to complete 
configuration (this is automatically assigned if adding the route via the Web interface). The 
example following uses the ‘default’ interfaces and transport names generated when configuring 
via the Web interface. 
 

26.1 Add a default route via the CLI 
To send IP to the default gateway via a WAN interface, set the default route: 
ip add defaultroute gateway 192.168.9.222 
 

26.2 Add a static route towards an Interface via the CLI 
To add a route out via a WAN interface: 
ip add route item0 192.168.9.0  255.255.255.0  interface ppp-0 
  
Or to add a default route for IP via WAN interface: 
ip add defaultroute interface ppp-0 , or 
Ip add route item0 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 interface ppp-0 
 

26.3 Add a route towards a Gateway via the CLI 
To add a gateway for a specific subnet: 
ip add route item1 192.168.9.0 255.255.255.0 gateway 192.168.9.222 
 
26.4 Viewing created IP routes from the CLI 
To view the created route via the CLI type the following: 
ip list routes 
 
Any overlapped routes will be listed in a separate table marked ‘invalid routes’. 
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QoS 
 
27 Considerations for QoS across the IAD 
There are different QoS mechanisms available within the IAD. Packet handling across the IAD 
(inbound from the LAN or WAN) is subject IP QoS (DiffServ) and Packets leaving the IAD 
towards the ATM interface are subject to ATM QoS. 
 
Inbound to the IAD from the LAN: 
Inbound packets are received in order and are subject to a classification process using 
DiffServ/TOS field/VLAN tagging and can be further prioritized via a flow metering mechanism. 
 
Inbound to the IAD from the WAN: 
Inbound packets marked with the appropriate DiffServ code-point are accelerated past any 
congested inbound data and delivered with priority to the voice-processing engine. 
 
Originating from the IAD: 
Services such as VoIP that originate on the IAD requiring onward transmission are passed 
directly to the Outbound Scheduler and by default have priority over any queued traffic, including 
Voice packets from ‘other’ applications that are passing through the IAD. 
  
Outbound from the IAD: 
The Outbound Transmit Scheduler can utilize Algorithmic dropping (ALD) and multiple priority 
queue mechanisms to determine treatment of outbound traffic towards the ATM interface. Voice 
packets are marked with the DiffServ code-point to allow the network to perform its own QoS 
management (if available). The IAD dynamically allocates bandwidth depending on the Voice 
channel requirements and uses adaptive traffic shaping, data fragmentation and voice 
compression. This guarantees optimal data throughput for voice services originating on the IAD 
under load. 
 

 
 

27.1 Configuring QoS support for packets using the ATM interface 
There are three areas you need to consider if you are implementing QoS support for VoIP: 

• Set a priority level for Voice packets on the interface you are using to transmit the Voice 
packets. 

• Setting the DS (TOS) bits in the IP header for transmitted Voice packets. 
• Classifying Incoming Voice packets. 
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27.2 Transmit prioritization 
 
The voice software generates packets with the transmit priority of the data buffer set to 7 (the 
default, best effort, priority is 0 (lowest)). This value is not written into the IP packet, it is used 
when these packets are sent towards an ATM interface that has transmit prioritization enabled. 
This means voice packets are sent in preference to any other lower priority traffic.  See also the 
section on QoS in this document. 
 

To enable dual priority queues for high and low priority traffic on an ATM/DSL interface on the 
same ATM PVC, use the following CLI commands: 
<protocol> set transport <transport> prilevels 2 
 
This command set the traffic priority features of the IAD, where: 
 

• <transport> is a name or number that identifies an existing transport 
• prilevels is a property of the ATM channel and has two values 

o 1 = single queue (no priority) 
o 2 = one high priority and one low priority queue 

 
For example, if you were using PPPoA, the command would be: 
pppoa set transport <transport> prilevels 2 
 
On other types of network interface the Scheduler device may be used to achieve prioritization. For 
more information on how to use the Scheduler, refer to the QoS Configuration Guide. 
 
27.3 DS (TOS) bits in the IP header 
By default, MGCP or SIP signalling protocol packets will be sent with the DS field in the IP header 
equal to 0. In order for other routers to recognise these packets as high priority, this value is 
config  specified as 6 binary digits, e.g. urable via the CLI. The value is
--> voip set sigdscp 000000 
 

The DS field in the IP header of RTP packets (which contains the actual voice samples) is 
configured separately to the DS field in the signalling packets. For more information, refer to the 
CLI Reference Manual and the QoS Configuration Guide. 
 

When using SIP or MGCP, the value is
--> voip set rtpdscp 101110 

 configurable using the following CLI command: 

 
When using MGCP, the DS field within RTP packets may also be set in the MCGP call agent. If the 
field has been set from the CLI to be a non-zero value then this value will take precedence over 
any value that has been set in the MGCP Call Agent. If the field is set to zero and the MGCP Call 
Agent has set a value then the value set on the MGCP Call Agent will be used. For more 
information, refer to the CLI Reference Manual and the QoS Configuration Guide. 
 
27.4 Classification of incoming packets from the ATM interface 
By Default the IAD Classifier Mechanism is configured to identify incoming VoIP packets and assign 
them a high priority (for example based on the DS field in the IP header).  
 

28 ATM QoS via the web page 
To alter ATM QoS /QoSc values  - go to the WAN Connections page, select the ‘edit’ link to the 
service you wish to configure and select ‘ATM properties’. 
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The IAD allows the setting of ATM QoS and QoSc parameters per PVC (WAN service). 
 
28.1 QoS non VBR traffic 
For WAN services not using VBR – The PCR (Peak Cell Rate) value is the average and 
maximum speed of transmission. 
 
28.2 QoS VBR traffic 
For WAN services using VBR it is possible to set up Bandwidth parameters for the configured 
PVC as follows: Important note: All values are in Cells Per Second. 
 
PCR - Peak Cell Rate - this must be equal or more than the SCR and determines the maximum 
rate at which ATM cells are to be sent along the PPPoA transport. 
 
SCR - Sustained Cell Rate – this is the average cell rate for a VBR or VBR RT connection. The 
SCR can be any positive value that is less than the PCR. 
 
BT - Burst Tolerance Controls the duration of traffic bursts on VBR (Variable Bit Rate) and VBR-rt 
(VBR Real Time) channels. This value overrides an existing MBS value (if set).  The BT can be 
any value between 0 and 100. 
 
MCR – Minimum Cell Rate The minimum number of cells that are to transmitted over a PVC. 
 
MBS - Maximum Burst Size Controls the maximum burst size for VBR (Variable Bit Rate) and 
VBR-rt (VBR Real Time) channels. This value overrides an existing BT value (if set). The MBS 
can be any value between 0 and 100. 
 
Packet Priority Levels You can enable dual priority queues for high and low priority traffic on an 
on the same ATM PVC by setting this field to ‘2’, to have no priority queues, set the field to ‘1’. 
 
28.3 ATM QoSc 
When configuring ATM PVC’s there are different Classes of QoS (QoSc) available – this 
parameter must be set correctly for reliable service connection and must match the ATM network 
configuration to the DSLAM (at least) or up to the point the traffic is converted to IP later in the 
network. 
 
CBR Constant Bit Rate; constant demand and predictable data transport rate. The PCR (Peak 
Cell Rate) is the average and maximum speed of transmission. 
 
UBR Unspecified Bit Rate; non-constant and unpredictable data transport rate. PCR (Peak 
Cell Rate) is the average and maximum speed of transmission. 
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VBR –rt Variable Bit Rate Real-Time; non-constant but predictable data transport rate that uses 
Real-Time (rt). You can specify the PCR, SCR, BT and MBS for VBR-rt traffic. 
 
VBR   Variable Bit Rate; non-constant but predictable data transport rate that uses Non-Real-
Time (nrt). You can specify the PCR, SCR, BT and MBS for VBR traffic. 
 
29 Selecting the codec to use 
IAD products support the following Codec’s, also listed are the probable IP bandwidth required . 
 
Example: IP over PPP over ATM using the standard PPPoA currently provided by ISPs for data 
services. 
 

Codec Bandwidth 
Kbps 

IP Bandwidth 
Kbps 

ATM Bandwid 
th 
Kbps 

ATM Bandwidth 
Cps 

G711 64k 92k 107k 201 
G726 32k 60k 67k 158 
G726 or G729 16k 44k 49k 116 
G729 8k 36k 40k 94 
 

Please note that there will be a slightly higher bandwidth requirement used by signaling during 
the call establishment phase. 
 
30 List of supported RFC and Standards 
 
RFC 2833 - RTP Payload for DTMF Digits, Telephony Tones and Telephony Signals 
Support for this RFC is added via the Codecs list for each protocol, using the pseudonym 
telephone-event. See later sections on MGCP and SIP 
 
RFC 3261 - SIP: Session Initiation Protocol 
Core protocol document 
 
RFC 3262 - Reliability of Provisional Responses in Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
PRACK 
 
RFC 3263 - Session Initiation Protocol (SIP): Locating SIP Servers 
 
 
RFC 3264 - An Offer/Answer Model with Session Description Protocol (SDP) 
 
 
RFC 3265 - Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-Specific Event Notification 
 
 
RFC 3435 - Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) Version 1.0 
Core protocol document, obsoletes: RFC2705. There is extra support however for ‘persistent 
events’ required by Call Agents using RFC2705. 
 
RFC 3311 - The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) UPDATE Method 
 
 
RFC 3515 - The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Refer Method 
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RFC 3325 - Private Extensions to the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for Asserted Identity 
within Trusted Networks  
 
RFC 3725 - Best Current Practices for Third Party Call Control (3pcc) in the Session 
Initiation Protocol (SIP)  
 
draft-ietf-sip-cc-transfer-05.txt Call Transfer capabilites in SIP (refer) 
 
draft-ietf-sip-replaces-03.txt Replaces header 
 
draft-ietf-sip-session-timer-12.txt re-INVITE or UPDATE request 
 
draft-ietf-sipping-mwi-02.txt Message Waiting Indication 
 
draft-ietf-sip-referredby-05.txt Refer 
 
draft-ietf-sipping-cc-conferencing-03.txt Conferencing 
 
31 VoIP Specific Settings 
31.1 Packet Rate 
This value is the amount of audio (in ms) to accumulate before sending out to the network. Note 
that this value may be different from the value set (default 20ms) as it may be manipulated (or 
modified) by a Call Agent or Softswitch, typically this is around 20ms. Long durations can affect 
the overall voice quality. 
 
31.2 Echo Canceling 
Echo cancel is per G.168 and the echo tail is 32 ms. 
 
31.3 Silence Insertion Detection (SID) 
Support is available for SIP and is used to reduce bandwidth requirement by removing silence 
from the transmission and re-inserting it at the ‘far end’ device. 
 
31.4 Jitter settings 
31.4.1 Jitter Max Delay 
The maximum amount of audio (in ms) that the jitter buffer should hold before discarding packets.  
 
31.4.2 Jitter Nominal 
The amount of audio that should be accumulated before the audio starts to be played to the line.  
 
31.4.3 Jitter Dynamic 
Allows the Jitter buffer to be set dynamically.  
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Security 
 
32 Configuring the Security package 
This part of the IAD installation notes provides an introduction to the IAD Security package. For a 
more comprehensive description and further configuration examples, please refer to the Security 
Configuration Guide Document and the CLI Reference Manual. 
 
The Security package contains the following components: 

• Security component 
• IDS 
• NAT component 
• Firewall component 
 

32.1 Security component 
To use the Security package you must first enable it. If an IP interface was configured via the web 
interface or is the default internal IP interface ‘iplan’ a security interface will already be defined for 
the interface when security is enabled. The iplan IP interface will be assigned an internal security 
interface and any defined external IP interfaces (WAN services) will have an external security 
interface added. Other interfaces added via the CLI will have to be manually configured with a 
security interface. It is possible to change the type of security interface initially allocated by first 
deleting and then re-entering the interface with a different value. 
 
Select ‘Security’ from the Menu options 
 

 
 
The resulting web page contains all settings for the Security package. The following sections 
describe what these settings represent and how to configure them. 
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32.1.1 Setting a security state 
The status of Security, Firewall and IDS components are displayed in the Security State section 
at the top of the page. In the example above, Security is enabled and the Intrusion Detection 
and Firewall components are disabled. To enable or disable a component, click on the relevant 
‘Enabled/Disabled’ radio button, and then click ‘Change State’. 
 
32.1.2 Configuring Security Levels from the CLI 
The Security component allows you to enable/disable the entire Security package using the 
command: 
security {enable|disable} 
  
33 Using the Security component  
By enabling the Security component you can then start to protect and control the data sent and 
received by the IAD. 
 
The security component enabled on its own (no firewall) allows you to define interfaces and 
configure NAT between them if required. 
 
It is also possible to set up Security Triggers – however before you do this review the sections 
regarding Application Layer Gateways (ALG) where certain protocols require no configuration of 
any security component, and Application Support where the IAD has pre-configured settings 
(rules) for ‘well known’ applications such as Net meeting – This will ultimately save you time. 
 
In addition it is also possible to use the ip AppServices command to enable or disable ‘well 
known’ applications between interfaces, but this only applies if you are not using NAT. 
 
Similarly, when the firewall is enabled, before setting a security level for the Firewall – it is worth 
reviewing the the default Firewall security polices used between each interface- select one 
nearest to your requirements and then adjust it by adding extra Host validators and Port filters as 
required. See Appendix C – Firewall port mappings.  
 
33.1 Configuration method 
Certain elements of the IAD Security Component are dependant on, or overlap other 
configuration. A configuration strategy is therefore required – the one below is proven. 
 Enable the Security component 
 Set up Security interfaces (this is automatic in some cases) 
 Consider Existing ALG and Application Support 
 Consider ip AppServices (if not using NAT) 
 Set up NAT between interfaces (optional) 
  Set up Global Address Pools 
  Set up Reserved Mappings 
  Enable Firewall and set appropriate Level (optional) 
  Reconfigure Firewall Polices if required by adding or deleting port filters 
  and Host validators 
 Enable IDS (optional) 
   Configure Triggers (optional) 
 
34 Configuring security interfaces 
Security interfaces are based on existing LAN services. This example configuration contains the 
following default security interfaces: 
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• An external interface called ipwan (based on the ipwan IP interface) 
• An internal interface called iplan (based on the iplan IP interface) 
 

The example below assumes that you have created an additional virtual interface that you wish to 
configure as the DMZ in your network.  
  
From the Security Interfaces section, click ‘Add Interface’. The Security: Add Interface page is 
displayed: 
 

 
 
Click on the Name drop-down list and select the LAN service that you want to base your security 
interface on (ipdmz in this example). Only IP interfaces that have not already been assigned a 
security type are displayed. 
 
Click on the Interface Type drop-down list and specify what kind of interface it is, depending on 
how it connects to the network; external, internal or dmz (dmz in this example). 
 
Click ‘Apply’. The Security page is re-displayed and the Security Interfaces table displays 
information about each existing security interface: 
  

 
 
34.1 Setting Security Interfaces from the CLI 
To create security interfaces using the CLI use this command: 
security add interface <ipinterface> dmz|external|internal} 
 
35 Application Layer Gateway (ALG) support 
Each ALG supported by the IAD provides a service for a specific application such as VoIP and 
File Transfer Protocol. If the IAD contains the support for an ALG, you do not need to create 
triggers or carry out additional configuration in order to support the specified application. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: There is no ALG support for MGCP 
36 Configuring security applications 
A security application is a security rule that allows a specific Internet application incoming access 
to an internal host. It provides a simple configuration shortcut for Internet applications and avoids 
extensive manually configured trigger and NAT or Firewall configuration. This method is 
recommended if you are using applications like mail servers in your internal network. To create a 
security application, use the command: 
security add application <shortname> <longname> 
 
Configure the port, protocol and trigger details for the application using the command: 
security application <application> add port <startport> <endport> 
<transportType> {false | true} [<triggerAddressTransType>] 
 
Specify which internal host is allowed to receive packets from an application, using the command: 
security set application <application> internalhost <internalhost> 
 
Note: The IAD is pre-configured with details of well-known applications, including Email, MSN 
Messenger and Yahoo! Instant Messenger. 
 
37 Using AppService 
Providing you are not using NAT, you can define the interfaces through which an AppService will 
be provided by configuring the security classes associated with that service. The following 
command configures the AppService: 
ip set appservice <name> secclasses <secClasses> 
 
Supported <secClasses> values are: 
• all - allows access to the service via all interfaces 
• none - prevents access to the service via any interface 
• one or more of the following; internal, external, dmz.  
 
Each of these values corresponds to an existing security interface type. To specify two values, 
use commas (for example, internal,external) or double-quotation marks and spaces (for example, 
“internal external”). To specify all three, use the all value. 
 
For example, to allow console access to Telnet via the LAN interface (which is defined as the 
internal security interface) but not via the WAN or DMZ interfaces, enter: 
ip set appservice telnet secclasses internal 
 
To allow access to Telnet via both LAN and WAN interfaces (which are defined as internal and 
external security interface respectively), enter: 
ip set appservice telnet secclasses internal,external 
 
Note that setting the security classes on an AppService replaces any previously configured 
classes on that service. 
 
To prevent access to UPnP via every interface, enter: 
ip set appservice upnp secclasses none 
 
To allow access to HTTP via every interface, enter: 
ip set appservice http secclasses all  
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38 Configuring NAT 
This section provides a basic overview of the NAT module. For detailed information, including an 
overview of IAD support for NAT, useful network configurations and additional NAT CLI 
commands see the Network Address Translation (NAT) section of the Security Configuration 
Guide. 
 
38.1 Network Address Translation (NAT) component 
The NAT component allows you to map multiple addresses on a private inside network to a 
single, externally visible address on the outside network. It allows you to keep internal IP 
addresses private, but still communicate with the outside world via the externally visible address. 
 
In the example network below, the PCs attached to the internal network can send information to 
external PCs, but the messages will appear to come from the external address 10.1.1.1 and not 
any of the addresses on the 192.168.1.1 subnet. 

 
 
To configure NAT, Security must be enabled. 
 
You must have at least two different security interface types based on existing LAN services. 
 
In this example, Security is enabled and internal, external and dmz security interfaces are already 
defined. 
 
Once you have created more than one security interface, the NAT column in the Security 
Interfaces table tells you that you can enable NAT between the existing security interface and a 
network interface type. In this instance, NAT is already enabled between the ipwan (external) 
interface and the iplan (internal) interface: 
 

 
 

• The NAT configuration for the ‘external’ security interface can be enabled to ‘dmz’ 
interfaces and disabled to ‘internal’ interfaces. 
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• The NAT configuration for the ‘dmz’ security interface can be enabled to internal 
interfaces. 

 
To enable NAT between the ‘external’ and ‘dmz’ interfaces, click ‘Enable NAT to DMZ interfaces’. 
 
The Security page is refreshed and NAT is enabled. To disable NAT between these interfaces, 
click on ‘Disable NAT to internal interfaces’. 
 
Once you have enabled NAT between interfaces, you can: 

• Configure global addresses 
• Configure reserved mappings 
 

38.2 Configuring NAT global addresses 
Global address pools allow you to create a pool of outside network addresses that is visible 
outside your network. Before you can configure global addresses, you need to configure NAT.  
 
If you want to set up a global address pool on your existing NAT enabled interfaces, from the 
NAT Security Interfaces table, click on the ‘Advanced NAT Configuration’ hyperlink for the 
interface that you want to add a global pool to. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 
 Click on ‘Add Global Address Pool...’ The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 
Add values for the following table entries: 
 

• Interface type; the inside address type (internal or dmz) that you want to map your 
external global IP addresses to. Click on the drop-down list and select an interface type. 

• Use Subnet Configuration; there are two ways to specify a range of IP addresses. You 
can either ‘Use Subnet Mask’ (specify the subnet mask address of the IP address) or 
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‘Use IP Address Range’ (specify the first and last IP address in the range). Click on the 
drop-down list and select a method. 

• Type the address that is visible outside the network in the IP Address text box. 
• Subnet Mask/IP Address 2; the value you specify here depends on the subnet 

configuration that you are using.  
 

Once you have configured the table, click on ‘Add global address pool’. The table is refreshed 
and the global address pool is added to your NAT configuration. Each global pool has a Delete... 
hyperlink associated with it. To delete a global address pool, click on the ‘Delete’ hyperlink, and 
then click on the ‘Delete Global Address Pool’ button. 
 

38.3 Configure Global addresses from the CLI 
To create a global pool use the following syntax: 
nat add globalpool <name> <interfacename> {internal|dmz} <ipaddress> 
{subnetmask <mask>|endaddress <address>} 
 
38.4 Configuring NAT reserved mappings 
Reserved mapping allows you to map an outside security interface or an IP address to an 
individual IP address inside the network. Mapping is based on transport type and port number. 
Before you can configure reserved mapping, you need to configure NAT 
 
If you want to set up reserved mapping on your existing NAT enabled interfaces, from the NAT 
Security Interfaces table, click on the ‘Advanced NAT Configuration’ hyperlink for the interface 
that you want to add reserved mapping to. The Advanced NAT Configuration page is displayed. 
 
Click on the ‘Add Reserved Mapping’ hyperlink. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 

This page allows you to configure your reserved mapping. Add specific values for the following 
table entries: 
 

• Global IP Address; if you are mapping from a global IP address, type the address here. If 
you are mapping from an external or dmz security interface, type 0.0.0.0. 

• Internal IP Address; the IP address of an individual host inside your network. 
• Transport Type; specify the transport type that you want to map from the outside 

interface to the inside. 
• External and Internal Port Ranges; the port ranges that your transport uses. If you only 

want to map a single port, enter the External Start port only. 
 
Once you have configured the table, click on ‘Add reserved mapping’. The table is refreshed and 
the reserved mapping is added to your NAT configuration. Each reserved mapping has a Delete... 
hyperlink associated with it. To delete a reserved mapping, click on the ‘Delete’ hyperlink, and 
then click on the ‘Delete Reserved Mapping’ button. 
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38.5 Configure Reserved Mappings from the CLI 
To create a reserved mapping from an outside interface name to an internal IP address based on 
the TCP/UDP port(s), use the following syntax: 
nat add resvmap <name> interfacename <interfacename> <internalip> 
{tcp|udp} <portno> [<2ndportno> [<localportno> [2ndlocalportno]]] 
 
39 Configuring the Firewall 
A stateful Firewall tracks the movement of packets over a period of time. If an outgoing packet 
includes a request for responses from certain types of incoming packet, the packet is tracked to 
ensure that only those types of incoming packets are allowed through the Firewall. Other types of 
traffic are blocked. 
 
Information about outbound packets is logged, and all inbound packets are compared against this 
logged information and any manually configured address and port details. These packets are only 
allowed through the Firewall if an appropriate security interface connection exists or if a filter (port 
or host validator) explicitly allows that traffic. Address and port details are configured by defining 
the following 
 

• Filter rules; control traffic based on TCP/IP protocol and port number of IP packets 
• Host validator rules; control traffic based on specific IP addresses 

 
To configure the Firewall, Security and the Firewall must be enabled and you must have at least 
two different security interface types based on existing LAN services 
 
39.1.1 Default Firewall security levels 
The Firewall module contains default security levels that provide none (no access), high, medium 
or low network security. Each level contains pre-configured filter rules (except the ‘non’ level 
which has no filter rules) for the most commonly used services, including HTTP, DNS and SMTP. 
Different incoming and outgoing filter rules determine whether services are allowed or blocked for 
each security level. See also Appendix C - Firewall Port Mappings.  
 
Default levels are optional. If a level contains filter configurations that meet the security 
requirements of your network, you can set that level and avoid having to manually configure 
every filter. If the levels do not meet your security network requirements, you can alter a level by 
adding new or altering existing filters (by first deleting and then recreating the filter) using the 
firewall add portfilter and firewall delete portfilter commands. 
 
39.1.2 Clear a Security level  
Use the firewall clear portfilter command to remove all port filters from a level – this will effectively 
allow you to design your own level. 
 
39.2 Enabling the Firewall 
To enable the Firewall component click on the ‘Enable’ radio button and select a Security Level 
from the drop-down list. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: The default ‘none’ security level blocks ALL traffic! 
 

39.2.1 To enable the firewall and set security level from the CLI 
Enable the Firewall module by entering: 
firewall enable 
 
To enable a security level, enter: 
firewall set securitylevel {none | high | medium | low |} 
 

39.2.2 Viewing Security policies 
A policy is the collective term for the rules that apply to incoming and outgoing traffic between two 
interface types.  
 

You can add different address validator and filter rules to each policy in order to provide different 
levels of security to the inside networks attached to the router.  
 
By default, a policy already exists between each of the security interfaces in your network.  
 
To display existing policies: Go to the Policies, Triggers and Intrusion Detection section at the 
bottom of the Security Interface Configuration page: 
 

 
 

Click ‘Security Policy Configuration’. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 

The table contains details of the policy that exists between Security interfaces. By default, each 
policy is set to block only hosts listed on the Host Validator page. You can now configure the 
policies to include port filters and validators. 
 

39.2.3 Viewing Firewall Polices from the CLI 
To view Firewall Policies from the CLI enter: 
firewall list policies 
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Firewall Policies: 
ID | Name   | Type1    | Type2    | Validator Allow Only 
----------------------------------------------------- 
1 | ext-int | external | internal | false 
2 | ext-dmz | external | dmz      | false 
3 | dmz-int | dmz      | internal | false 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
39.2.4 Configuring port filters 
A Firewall filter is a rule that determines how the Firewall should handle packets being 
transported on a policy between two security interfaces based on source and/or destination 
address. 
 
To configure a port filter, from the Current Security Policies table, click on the ‘Port Filters’ link 
that corresponds with the policy that you want to configure. The page displayed contains a table 
containing port filter details and ‘Add Filter’ hyperlinks that allow you to create the following 
different kinds of port filter: 
 
• For a TCP/UDP port filter click on Add TCP/UDP Filter. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 
Complete the Source address, Destination address, and the Source port, Destination port 
range for the Protocol (TCP or UDP selected from the protocol drop-down list) that you want to 
filter. (For information on application port numbers, see RFC1700.) Use the Direction drop-down 
lists to specify whether you want to allow or block inbound traffic, and allow or block outbound 
traffic. 
 
Click ‘Apply’. The Firewall Port Filters page is displayed, containing details of the TCP/UDP port 
filter that you have just added. 
 
• For a non-TCP/UDP port filter click on ‘Add Raw IP Filter’. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 

Specify the Source address and Destination address and the IP protocol number in the 
relevant text boxes. For example, for IGMP, enter protocol number 2. For more information on 
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protocol numbers, see RFC1700. Then use the Direction drop-down lists to specify whether you 
want to ‘allow’ or ‘block’ Inbound traffic, and ‘allow’ or ‘block’ Outbound traffic. Click on ‘Apply’ 
and the Firewall Portfilters page is displayed, containing details of the IP port filter that you have 
just added. 
 
Each port filter displayed in the Firewall Port Filters page has a Delete hyperlink associated with 
it. To delete a port filter, click on this link. The port filter is removed from the Firewall 
configuration. 
 
39.2.5 Configuring Firewall filters from the CLI 
From the CLI you can create filter rules based on: 
 

• The protocol type of the traffic allowed to be transported, using the command: 
firewall add portfilter <name> <policyname> {protocol <protocol>} 
{inbound|outbound|both|none} 

 
• Which TCP/UDP port numbers the packets are allowed to be transported on, using the 

command: 
firewall add portfilter <name> <policyname> {tcp|udp} <startport> 
<endport> {inbound|outbound|both|none} 

 
• The name of the well-known protocol, service or application allowed to be transported, 

using the command: 
firewall add portfilter <name> <policyname> 
{icmp|smtp|http|ftp|telnet} {inbound|outbound|both|none} 
 

39.2.6 Configuring validators 
A validator blocks traffic based on the source/destination IP address and net mask. To configure 
a validator from the Current Security Policies table, click on the ‘Host Validators’ link that 
corresponds with the policy that you want to configure. The Configure Validators page is 
displayed. Click ‘Add Host Validator’. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 

In the Host IP Address text box, type the IP address that you want to block. 
 
In the Host Subnet Mask text box, type the IP mask address. If you want to filter a range of 
addresses, you can specify the mask, for example, 255.255.255.0. If you want to filter a single IP 
address, use the specific IP mask address, for example, 255.255.255.255. 
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Click on the Direction drop-down list and select the direction of traffic that you want the validator 
to filter (outbound, inbound or both). 
 
Click ‘Apply’. The Configure Validators page is displayed, containing details of the host validator 
that you have just added. 
 
Each validator displayed in the Configure Validators table has a Delete Host Validator hyperlink 
assigned to it. To delete a validator, click on this link, then at the confirmation page, click on the 
‘Delete Host Validator’ button. The validator is removed from the Firewall configuration. 
 
39.2.7 Configuring Firewall validators from the CLI 
A Firewall validator is a rule that determines how the Firewall should handle packets received 
from or sent to a specific IP address or a range of addresses. To create a Validator, use the 
following command. 
firewall add validator <name> <policyname> {inbound|outbound|both|none} 
<ipaddress> <hostipmask> 
 
39.3 Intrusion Detection Setting component 
This section provides a basic overview of the IDS module. For detailed information, including the 
types of attacks that cause blacklisting, the specific port scan and Denial of Service attacks 
protected against and detailed test configurations, see the Intrusion Detection Settings section of 
the Security Configuration Guide. 
 
Intrusion Detection Settings are network protection features that can be configured to guard 
against certain Denial of Service, port scanning and web spoofing attacks. Any attempt to attack 
or scan the network causes traffic originating from the attackers machine to be blacklisted for a 
set time limit. Details of attempted attacks can also be logged and displayed at the CLI. 

 
To configure Intrusion Detection settings go to the Policies, Triggers and Intrusion Detection 
section of the Security Interface Configuration page. Click on the Configure Intrusion Detection 
link. The Configure intrusion Detection page is displayed: 
 

 
 

Configure Intrusion Detection as follows: 
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• Use Blacklist; select ‘true’ or ‘false’ depending on whether you want external hosts to be 
blacklisted if the Firewall detects an intrusion from that host. Click on the ‘Clear Blacklist’ button at 
the bottom of the page to clear blacklisting of an external host. The Security Interface 
Configuration page is displayed. 
• Use Victim Protection; select ‘true’ or ‘false’ depending on whether you want to protect a victim 
from an attempted web spoofing attack. 
• Victim Protection Block Duration; type the length of time (in seconds) that the Firewall blocks 
packets destined for the victim of a spoofing style attack. 
• DOS Attack Block Duration; type the length of time (in seconds) that the Firewall blocks 
suspicious hosts once a DOS attack attempt has been detected. 
• Scan Attack Block Duration; type the length of time (in seconds) that the Firewall blocks 
suspicious hosts after it has detected scan activity. 
• Scan Detection Threshold; type in the maximum number of scanning packets that can be 
received before a port scan is detected. 
• Scan Detection Period; type in the time limit during which scanning type traffic is counted. 
• Port Flood Detection Threshold; type in the maximum number of SYN packets that can be 
sent to a single port before a port flood is detected. 
• Host Flood Detection Threshold; type in the maximum number of SYN packets allowed before 
a flood is detected. 
• Flood Detection Period; type in the time limit during which suspected SYN floods are counted. 
• Maximum TCP Open Handshaking Count; type in the maximum number of unfinished TCP 
handshaking sessions (per second) that are allowed by Firewall before a SYN Flood is detected. 
• Maximum Ping Count; type in the maximum number of pings (per second) that are allowed 
before the Firewall detects an Echo Storm DOS attack. 
• Maximum ICMP Count; type in the maximum number of ICMP packets (per second) that are 
allowed by the Firewall before an ICMP Flood DOS is detected. 
 
Once you have configured Intrusion Detection, click on ‘Apply’. The Intrusion Detection settings 
are applied to the Firewall, and the Security Interface Configuration page is displayed. 
 
39.3.1 Configuring the IDS from via the CLI 
To enable IDS, enter: 
security enable IDS 
 

39.3.2 Configuring blacklisting 
Blacklisting blocks traffic from an external host once it has detected a certain type of attack. The 
host remains on the blacklist depending on the type of attack detected (DoS attack = 30 minutes; 
port scan = 24 hours; web spoof = 10 minutes). To enable blacklisting, enter: 
security enable IDS blacklist 
 

39.3.3 Protection from port scans 
An attacker scans a system in an attempt to identify open ports that are listening for a particular 
service. Scans are performed by sending a message to each port in turn with certain TCP flag 
headers set. The response received from each port indicates whether the port is in use and can 
be probed further in an attempt to violate the network. The IDS module offers protection from 
well-known port scan attacks by detecting the number of scanning packets it receives over a set 
time period. To configure the threshold and time period, use the following commands: 
security set IDS scanthreshold <max> 
security set IDS scanperiod <duration> 
 
Once the threshold is matched during the configured time period, the suspected attacker is 
blocked for the duration specified in the following command: 
security set IDS SCANattackblock <duration> 
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39.3.4 Protection from DoS attacks (including web spoofs) 
A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is an attempt by an attacker to prevent legitimate hosts from 
using a service. Once detected, security takes mitigating action by iscarding illegitimate packets 
as early as possible. The IDS module offers protection from specific well-known DoS attacks by 
detecting the number of packets sent over a set period of time then blocking the sender for a 
certain duration. For example, to protect against SYN/FIN/ACK floods, you can set the maximum 
number of SYN packets received over a specific time duration before a flood is detected using the 
command: 
security set IDS floodthreshold <max> 
security set IDS floodperiod <duration> 
 
The detected attacker is then blocked for the duration specified by the command: 
security set IDS DOSattackblock <duration> 
 

39.4 Configuring Security Logging 
The Security logging module can be configured to log the following events: 

• Intrusion events; logs details of attempted DoS, port scanning and web spoofing attacks 
including the name of the attack, the port number used and the source/destination IP 
addresses. 

• Blocking events; if an intrusion has been detected, this logs details of the 
blocked/blacklisted host including their IP address and the length of time they will be 
blocked/blacklisted for. 

• Session events; logs details of session activity when a session is timed-out when it 
finishes naturally and is removed from the session list. 

 
To view your current Security Logging settings, go to the Policies, Triggers and Intrusion 
Detection section of the Security Interface Configuration page. Click on ‘Configure Security 
Logging’. The Security Logging Configuration page is displayed: 
 

 
 

This page allows you to: 
• Enable/disable Security logging. Click on the ‘Enable’/’Disable Security Logging’ button. 
• Enable/disable each logging type; session logging, blocking logging and intrusion 

logging. Click on the ‘Enable/Disable’ button associated with a specific logging type. 
• Set the logging level. These levels directly correspond with syslog messages. Click on 

the relevant Level drop-down list, and select one of the following: 
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o emergency 
o alert 
o critical 
o error 
o warning 
o notice 
o informational 
o debug 

• Set whether you want logging output to be displayed at the console or on the Event Log 
web page. Click on the relevant ‘Event Log’ or ‘Console’ button. 

 
39.4.1 Configuring Security logging from the CLI 
You must configure the Security logging module before you can enable logging of specific events. 
To enable Security logging, enter: 
security enable logging 

 
To configure logging of specific events, use the command: 
security{enable|disable}[blockinglog|intrusionlog|sessionlog] 
 

39.5 Configuring management stations 
Management stations allow a specific host (or range of hosts) remote access to the device 
without having to go through NAT and/or Firewall. Once the device has been configured to allow 
remote access, you can use a management station to send IP traffic on a specific transport/port 
to the device’s external port. A management station is created using the command: 
security add mgmt-station <name> {range <start_addr> <end_addr> | subnet 
<address> <mask>} <transport_type> <port> <idle_timeout> 
 
Setting the <idle_timeout> parameter to ‘0’ will prevent the timeout from expiring. 
 
The station is then enabled using the command: 
security set mgmt-station <name> enabled 

 

40 Configuring triggers 
Security triggers deal with application protocols that create separate sessions or need to have 
binary IP addresses in the payload translated but do not have an Application Level Gateway 
(ALG). 
 
Certain application protocols, such as NetMeeting, open secondary sessions during normal 
operations, but data transfers are performed on separate sessions. The port numbers used and 
the hosts that request the secondary sessions may vary. 
 
A trigger is aware of the requirements of these application protocols and tells the security 
mechanism to expect a secondary session and explains how the session should be managed. In 
this way, triggers deal with secondary sessions in a dynamic way and they are only opened when 
they are required. 
 
Security must be enabled in order to configure triggers. To configure a trigger: 
 
Go to the Policies, Triggers and Intrusion Detection section of the Security Interface Configuration 
page. Click ‘Security Trigger Configuration’. The Security Trigger Configuration page is displayed. 
By default there are no triggers defined. Click ‘New Trigger’. The following page is displayed: 
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Configure the trigger as follows: 

• Transport Type; select a transport type from the drop-down list, depending on whether 
you are adding a trigger for a TCP or a UDP application. 

• Port Number Start; type the start of the trigger port range that the primary session uses. 
• Port Number End; type the end of the trigger port range that the primary session uses. 
• Secondary Port Number Start; type the start of the trigger port range that the secondary 

session uses (optional) 
• Secondary Port Number End; type the end of the trigger port range that the secondary 

session uses (optional) 
• Allow Multiple Hosts; select ‘allow’ if you want a secondary session to be initiated 

to/from different remote hosts. Select ‘block’ if you want a secondary session to be 
initiated only to/from the same remote host. 

• Max Activity Interval; type the maximum interval time (in milliseconds) between the use 
of secondary port sessions. 

• Enable Session Chaining; select ‘Allow’ or ‘Block’ depending on whether you want to 
allow Multilevel TCP session chaining. 

• Enable UDP Session Chaining; select ‘Allow’ or ‘Block’ depending on whether you want 
to allow multi-level UDP and TCP session chaining. You must set Enable Session 
Chaining to Allow if you want this to work. 

• Binary Address Replacement; select ‘Allow’ or ‘Block’ depending on whether you want 
to use binary address replacement on an existing trigger. 

• Address Translation Type; specify what type of address replacement is set on a trigger. 
You must set Binary Address Replacement to ‘Allow’ if you want this to work. 

 
Once you have configured the trigger, click ‘Apply’. The Security Trigger Configuration page is 
displayed, containing details of the trigger that you have just configured. 
 
Each trigger displayed in the Security Trigger Configuration page has a Delete hyperlink 
associated with to it. To delete a trigger, click on this link, then at the confirmation page, click 
‘Delete’. The Security Trigger Configuration page is displayed and details of the deleted trigger 
have been removed. 
 
40.1.1 Adding triggers using the CLI 
Triggers are created using the command: 
security add trigger <name> {tcp|udp} <startport> <endport> 
<maxactinterval> 
 

40.2 Adding a ‘well known’ application trigger 
Because NetMeeting is a ‘known’ and widely used application, you can create a trigger for it using 
the separate command: 
security add trigger <name> netmeeting 
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40.3 Deleting a trigger using the CLI 
To delete a trigger use the following command 
Security delete trigger <name> 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Network 
 

41 DHCP 
This section describes the web configuration and CLI commands for configuring the IAD as a 
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server, DHCP relay agent, and DHCP client. 
 
• As a DHCP server, the IAD maintains a pool of IP addresses and distributes them to LAN hosts 
whenever they are switched on. 
 
• As a DHCP relay agent, the IAD forwards requests for IP addresses from LAN hosts to a DHCP 
server (at the ‘far end’ IP Network), and then returns the IP information from the DHCP server to 
the hosts. 
 
• If the LAN uses its own DHCP server, then the LAN interface on the IAD can be configured as a 
DHCP client of that server. 
 
The DHCP configurations described in this section can be used in addition to any of the routed 
configurations in this guide. 
 

41.1 Basic DHCP Server configuration from the web page 
From the Configuration menu, select the ‘DHCP server’ option. This option allows you to 
enable/disable the DHCP server and create, configure and delete DHCP server subnets and 
DHCP fixed IP /MAC mappings. The following page is displayed: 
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41.2 Enabling/disabling the DHCP server 
In this example, DHCP server is enabled and a subnet created on the LAN interface (address 
range 192.168.1.2 to 192.168.1.21). If you click on the ‘Disable’ button, DHCP server is disabled 
and the button changes to ‘Enable’. 
 
41.2.1 Creating a DHCP server subnet 
Click on the ‘Create new Subnet’ link. The following page is displayed: 
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This page allows you to: 

• Set the Subnet Value and Subnet mask (either manually or by selecting an IP interface 
whose value and mask is used instead), and set the Maximum lease time and Default 
lease time. 

• Set the DHCP address range (or use a default range of addresses). 
• Set the Primary DNS Server address and Secondary DNS Server address or set to 

give out the IP address of the IAD as the DNS Server address. 
• Set the IP address of the IAD as the default Gateway address. 

 
Once you have entered new configuration details for your DHCP server, click on ‘OK’. The DHCP 
Server page is displayed, containing details of your new subnet. 
 
41.2.2 Editing a DHCP subnet 
You can edit a subset of the DHCP subnet settings at the ‘DHCP server’ page. 
 
At the Existing DHCP server subnets section of the page, click on the text box or drop-down list 
for the setting that you want to edit, and type or select an alternative option. 
 
The only option displayed here that cannot be configured elsewhere in the DHCP server web 
pages is the ‘Assign Auto Domain Name’ setting.  
This allows you to sets DHCP server to automatically pick up the domain name configured in 
DNS relay and hand it out to clients on one or more of the subnets being administered by DHCP 
server. Click on the drop-down list and select either ‘true’ or ‘false’. 
 
You can edit all of the subnet values as follows: 
 
Click on the ‘Advanced Options’ link. The Edit DHCP server subnet page is displayed. This allows 
you to edit the attributes set when the subnet was created. 
This page also allows you to add additional option information. At the bottom of the page, click on 
the ‘Create new DHCP option’ link. The following page is displayed: 
 

 
 
Click on the ‘Option name’ drop-down list and select a name. Type a value matching one of the 
selected option names in the ‘Option value’ text box. Click on ‘OK’.  
 
The Edit DHCP server subnet page is displayed, and details of you new option are displayed 
under the sub-heading Additional option information. To delete an existing option, check the 
‘Delete?’ box associated with a specific option and click ‘OK’. 
 
41.2.3 Creating a fixed host 
At the DHCP Server page, click on the ‘Create new Fixed Host’ link. The following page is 
displayed: 
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Type in the IP address that will be given to the host with the specified MAC address and the 
Maximum lease time (default is 86400 seconds). 
 
Click ‘OK’. The DHCP Server page is displayed, and details of your new fixed host are displayed 
under the sub-heading Existing DHCP fixed IP/MAC mappings.  
 
To edit a fixed mapping, click on the IP address, MAC address or Maximum lease time, type a 
new entry and click ‘Apply’. To delete a fixed mapping, check the ‘Delete?’ box for a specific 
mapping and click ‘Apply’. 
 
41.2.4 Configuring DHCP server on specific interfaces 
You can configure DHCP server to run on one or more specific interfaces. By default, DHCP 
server operates on all available IP interfaces but you can configure DHCP server to run on a 
single interface only. This allows you to set DHCP relay to run on a different interface at the same 
time. See Simultaneous use of DHCP Relay and DHCP Server below. 
 
To set DHCP server to run on the iplan interface and not the ipwan interface: 
 
Disable DHCP Server then click on the ‘New IP’ interface drop-down list and select iplan. Click 
‘Add’. The page is refreshed, and the iplan interface name is now listed below the DHCP server 
interfaces heading. 
 
If you want to allow DHCP server to operate on both interfaces again, you can either check the 
‘Delete?’ box associated with the iplan interface and click ‘Apply’, or add the other interface to the 
list. 
 
41.3 Enabling DHCP Configuration from the CLI 
 
Enable DHCP server and create a subnet on the LAN to store a default range of IP addresses 
that can be assigned to LAN hosts: 
dhcpserver enable 
dhcpserver add subnet LAN 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.1.2 
192.168.1.21 
 
The default time that a subnet assigns to a lease (if a client does not request an expiry time) is 12 
hours. The default maximum time that a subnet assigns to a lease (if a client does not request an 
expiry time) is 86400 seconds (24 hours). You can configure these settings on a per-subnet 
basis, using the following commands: 
dhcpserver set subnet LAN maxleasetime 500 
dhcpserver set subnet LAN defaultleasetime 500 

IP address as the DNS server address 
 
DHCP server is also configured to give out its own host 
and the default gateway address (see Configuring DNS): 
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dhcpserver set subnet LAN hostisdnsserver enabled 
dhcpserver set subnet LAN hostisdefaultgateway enabled 

onfiguration, enter 
cpserver show subnet LAN 

 

ds 
 

Host is DNS Server: true 
ue 

ow to carry out advanced configuration of the DHCP server, where the 
ing the option statements described in DHCP Options and BOOTP Vendor 

erver subnet configuration already exists and the default and maximum lease 
es are set as follows: 

.168.1.2 

e following options set the IP address of the DNS server and the default gateway. 
.2.30 

 clients on the network. This 

ompt the DHCP server to issue a DHCPFORCERENEW message to the DHCP client at 
nly do this if the DHCP client is on one of the 

bnets that the DHCP server has been configured to serve. The client must also be configured 

192.168.1.10 

u can also add a fixed host mapping to the DHCP server configuration. This allows you to 

supersede the dynamic address, and so that 

 
To check your DHCP server subnet c
dh

DHCP Server Subnet: LAN 
Subnet: 192.168.1.0 
Netmask: 255.255.255.0 
Max. lease time: 500 secon
Default lease time: 500 seconds

Host is Default Gateway: tr
 

41.4 Advanced Configuration of the DHCP Server 
This section describes h
subnet is configured us
Extensions (RFC2132). 
 
Enable DHCP server: 
dhcpserver enable 
 
Create a DHCP s
tim
dhcpserver add subnet LAN 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 192
192.168.1.21 
 
Th
dhcpserver subnet LAN add option domain-name-servers 192.168
dhcpserver subnet LAN add option routers 192.168.3.40 
 
The following option sets the IP address of an IRC (Internet Relay Chat) server. 
dhcpserver subnet LAN add option irc-server 10.5.7.20 
 
The following option allows the use of address auto-configuration by
is applicable when DHCP server is unable to supply a lease to clients. If this option is set to 1, an 
IP address is automatically configured for the client. 
dhcpserver subnet LAN add option auto-configure 1 
 
You can pr
a given IP address. Note that the server will o
su
to respond to DHCPFORCERENEW requests as described in Configuring DHCP Client. Enter the 
following: 
dhcpserver forcerenew 
 
Yo
configure the DHCP server to assign a specific IP address to a specific DHCP client based on the 
client’s MAC address. Enter: 
dhcpserver add fixedhost myhost 192.168.1.20 00:20:2b:01:02:03 
 
This adds a fixed mapping of the IP address 192.168.1.20 to a host whose Ethernet MAC 
address is 00:20:2b:01:02:03. If your fixed IP mapping overlaps with an IP address in a dynamic 
address range, then the fixed mapping will always 
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IP address will only ever be assigned to the given host. You will still need to have a suitable 

sk 255.255.255.0, as shown 
rlier. Any configuration options you define in this subnet will also be offered to every fixed host 

ost maxleasetime 7200 

 quickly. The IP address itself is always guaranteed to be available for 
re are other DHCP servers on the same network that 

rver add int
cpserver delete interface iplan 

 server before adjusting the list of interfaces it will bind to. After issuing 
e commands above, you might see the following message if you have ever turned off the DHCP 

te the DHCP server is not currently enabled. 

you see this, issue the following command: 
 

P server with the new IP interface and configuration that has been 

his option allows you to: 
• Enable/disa
• Add DHCP server
• Configure/delete se
 
From the Configuration splayed: 
 

subnet declaration – for example, a subnet 192.168.1.20 with netma
ea
you have added which is also on the given subnet. 
 
You can also assign a maximum lease duration to fixed DHCP clients as follows: 
dhcpserver set fixedhost myh
 
In this context, a fixed lease duration would usually be used to allow DHCP clients to see 
changes in offered options
assignment to the specific host (unless the
are deliberately configured to conflict 
 
Addition/deletion of the interface iplan to the list of allowed interfaces may be carried out using 
the following commands: 
dhcpse erface iplan 
dh
 
You must disable DHCP
th
server: 

No
 
If 
dhcpserver enable
 
The final step is to update DHC
defined. To do this, enter: 
dhcpserver update 
 

41.5 DHCP Relay 
T

ble DHCP relay. 
s to the DHCP relay list. 

rver entries on the DHCP relay list. 

menu, click on ‘DHCP relay’. The following page is di
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41.5.1 Enabling/disabling DHCP relay 

 the page. If you click on the ‘Disable’ button, 

c interfaces 
default, once 

perates on all available IP interfaces. You may set DHCP relay to run on 
e of your LAN interfaces and the WAN interface, so that it can listen for replies from a DHCP 

u to set DHCP server to run on a different interface at the same 
HCP Relay and DHCP Server. 

 the Add new DHCP server section, type an address in the New DHCP server IP address text 

1.5.4 Editing/deleting entries in the DHCP relay list 

1.6 Configuring DHCP Relay via the CLI 
owing 

 192.168.1.0 

r this addition to take effect by entering: 

Click on the ‘Enable/Disable’ button at the top of
DHCP server is disabled and the button changes to ‘Enable’. 
 
41.5.2 Configuring DHCP relay on specifi
You can configure DHCP relay to run on one or more specific interfaces. By 
enabled, DHCP relay o
on
server at your ISP. This allows yo
time. See Simultaneous use of D
 
To specify an interface for DHCP relay to run on: 
Click on the ‘New IP interface’ drop-down list and select an interface and then click ‘Add’. 
 
41.5.3 Adding a DHCP server to the DHCP relay list 
In
box. Then click ‘Apply’. The address is displayed in the Edit DHCP server list section. 
 
4
To edit an entry, click on an IP address and type a new entry, then click ‘Apply’. 
To delete an entry, check the Delete? box for a specific IP address, then click ‘Apply’. 
 
4
To add a DHCP server subnet to DHCP relay’s list of server IP addresses, use the foll
command: 
dhcprelay add server
 
You need to update DHCP relay in order fo
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dhcprelay update 

use of DHCP Relay and DHCP Server via the CLI 
relay and DHCP server at the same time. To do this, you need to specify 

dividual interfaces for relay and server to bind to. You cannot bind the same interface to both 
nt interfaces for each. 

or example if you have configured Ethernet LAN, DMZ and ATM WAN interfaces on your 

nsures that DHCP relay can forward packets and also listen for 
coming packets from DHCP server. 

CP server and DHCP relay: 
cprelay disable 

nd DHCP server to the LAN interface: 

ind DHCP relay to the wireless LAN interface and the WAN interface: 

This section describes h our device. You do not need to perform 
these steps unless you as the need to specify whether AutoIP is 
allowed, the need to spe CP server, or the need 
to specify what to do wit are received. 
 
DHCP client is configur P Options and BOOTP 
Vendor Extensions (RFC
 
Enable DHCP on the W
ip set interface i
 

terfaceconfig WAN clientid 00:20:2b:01:02:03 

 
To view the list of servers, enter 
dhcprelay list servers 
 

41.7 Simultaneous 
You can run both DHCP 
in
relay and server - you must use differe
 
In addition to binding DHCP relay to one of the LAN interfaces, you must also bind it to the WAN 
interface to ensure that you can receive packets from DHCP server.  
 
F
device, you can bind DHCP server to the Ethernet LAN interface and bind DHCP relay to the 
DMZ and WAN interfaces. This e
in
 
To configure this setup, you must first disable DH
dh
dhcpserver disable 
 
Bi
dhcpserver add interface iplan 
 
B
dhcprelay add interface ipdmz_filtered 
dhcprelay add interface ipwan 
 
Now enable DHCP: 
dhcprelay enable 
hcpserver enable d

 
41.8 Configuring DHCP Client 

ow to setup a DHCP client on y
have special requirements, such 
cify which options are to be negotiated from a DH

h option values when they 

ed using the option statements described in DHC
2132). 

AN IP interface: 
pdmz dhcp enabled 

Configure DHCP client to negotiation parameters over the ipwan interface: 
dhcpclient add interfaceconfig WAN ipwan 
 
To set a unique identifier that DHCP server can use to identify the client, enter: 
dhcpclient set in
 
By default, the client requests a lease time of 86000 seconds and is configured to give DNS 
information directly to DNS relay (see Configuring DNS). These values can be configured using 
the following commands: 
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dhcpclient set interfaceconfig WAN requestedleasetime 
<requestedleasetime> 

nter: 

an 

DHCP server for DHCPINFORM: 0.0.0.0 

 DNS info to DHS relay: true 

Auto DHCP server pool size: 0 

s 
nning on. For other DHCP servers, the client ID can be a MAC address or text string. You can 

ted, the DHCP client attempts to 

 
ve previously enabled DHCPINFORM (by entering dhcpclient set 

he following option allows the use of address auto-configuration by clients on the network. This 

ig WAN givednstorelay enabled 

fig WAN add requested option domain-name-servers 

sures that the DHCP client will insist that a default gateway parameter 
: 
config WAN add required option routers 

CP client will send out "galapagos" as the value of the host name option – this can be 

fig WAN add sent option host-name '"galapagos"' 

nfiguration 
at has been defined. To do this, issue the following command: 

dhcpclient update 
 

dhcpclient set interfaceconfig WAN givednstorelay enabled 
 
To check your DHCP client interfaceconfig settings, e
dhcpclient show interfaceconfig WAN 
 

DHCP Client Subnet: WAN 
IP Interface: ipw
Requested Lease time: 86000 seconds 
Client identifier: 
Do DHCPINFORM: false 

Can use Auto IP: False 
Give
Give DNS info to DNS client: false 

Auto DHCP server interface: 
 

For Microsoft DHCP servers, the client ID should be the MAC address of the device that DHCP i
ru
set whether or not the DHCP client is allowed to respond to DHCPFORCERENEW requests 
received on the appropriate interface. If such a request is accep
renew its lease early.  

If you ha
interfaceconfig dhcpinform enabled) the client will attempt to obtain a new set of 
configuration parameters from the DHCP server. Enter the following command 
dhcpclient set interfaceconfig WAN forcerenew enabled 
 
T
is applicable when DHCP server is unable to supply a lease to clients. If this option is set to 1, an 
IP address is automatically configured for the client: 
dhcpclient set interfaceconfig WAN autoip enabled 
 
The following command (enabled by default) ensures that any DNS server addresses received 
from a server will be passed to the DNS relay: 
dhcpclient set interfaceconf
 
For this to occur, the DHCP client must request DNS server addresses from a server. Enter: 
dhcpclient interfacecon
 
The following command en
is present in any lease offer
dhcpclient interface
 
Finally, DH
used by some ISPs as part of a simple authentication process: 
dhcpclient interfacecon
 
The final step is to update the DHCP client software with the new IP interface and co
th
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42 DNS 
This section describe  DNS relay or DNS client. 
The Domain mes to be translated into IP 
addresses and vice versa. ulting DNS servers at the ‘far 
end’ IP network. 
 
The DNS relay respon it will forward received 
DNS querie ’ IP network. The 
addresses of the DNS y configuration. 

ave a small database of local host names and addresses. If 
omatically keep track of LAN DHCP clients and put their 

g to ping 
 host by name from the IAD.  

ddress. 
ser asks for the IP address list for 

om the Configuration menu, click on ‘DNS client’. The following page is displayed: 

s the commands for configuring the device to use
 Name System (DNS) allows host and domain na

 This task is usually performed by cons

ds to DNS requests from the local LAN. Usually 
s on to other DNS servers, such as those located the ‘far end

servers are obtained via the DHCP client. See DNS Rela
 
DNS relay can also be configured to h
you are running DHCP server, it will aut
DNS details into the local database.  
 
The DNS client deals with locally originating DNS requests, for example, when attemptin
a
 
43 DNS Client (IAD) 
This option allows you to: 
• Create a list of server addresses. This enables you to retrieve a domain name for a given IP 
a
• Create a domain search list. DNS client uses this list when a u
an incomplete domain name. 
 
Fr
 

 

pe the IP address of the unknown domain name in the DNS servers: text box. 
 in the DNS servers table. Each IP address entry has a 

move an IP address from this list. 

ype a search string in the Domain search order: text box. 
g is displayed in the Domain search order table. Each search string 

ated with it. Click on ‘Delete’ to remove a string from this list. 

o add a server address in order to retrieve a domain name for a given IP address, enter: 

You can add up to three server addresses. To display them, enter: 

 
43.1.1 Configuring DNS servers 
Ty
Click ‘Add’. The IP address appears
Delete button associated with it. Click on ‘Delete’ to re
 
43.1.2 Configuring DNS search domains 
T
Click ‘Add’. The search strin
entry has a Delete button associ
 
43.1.3 Creating server addresses from the CLI 
T
dnsclient add server <ipaddress> 
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dnsclient list servers 
 
To delete one

dnsclient clear servers 
 

43.2 
DNS client refers to its address list for an 
incomplete domain na

 
You can add up to six dom
dnsclient list searchdomains 
 

ands, see CLI Reference Manual. 

 or all of them, enter: 
dnsclient delete server <number> 

Creating a domain search list 
domain search list when a user asks for the IP 

me. To add to this list, enter: 
dnsclient add searchdomain <searchstring> 

ain searches. To display them, enter: 

To delete one or all of them, enter: 
dnsclient delete searchdomain <number> 
dnsclient clear searchdomains 
 
For further information about these and other DNS client comm
 
43.3 DNS Relay (LAN) 
This option allows you to edit DNS relay’s LAN database and create, configure and delete DNS 
relay’s primary and secondary DNS servers. DNS relay can forward DNS queries to the DNS 
ervers on this list s

 
From the Configuration menu, click on ‘DNS Relay’ - The following page is displayed: 
 

 
the DNS relay list 

S server section, type an add ess in the New DNS server I
43.3.1 Configuring 
In the Add new DN P address text box 

ete? box for a IP address, then click on ‘Apply’. 

In order to use a DNS relay local database, you need to create information about local host 
names and IP addresses, and the domain name that the relay should use. 
 

r
and click on ‘Apply’. The address is displayed in the Edit DHCP server list section. To edit an 
entry, click on an IP address and type a new entry, and then click on ‘Apply’. To delete an entry, 
check the Del
 
43.3.2 Configuring a DNS relay local database 
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The domain name i st information. Host 
attributes include the ho
 
The relay will me. Next, the relay 
looks for indi  one or more IP 
addresses. 
 
Click on the ‘DNS rela following page is 
displayed: 

s used by the relay to determine if a query is for local ho
st name, list of IP addresses and list of aliases. 

 first look for the domain information that is the local domain na
vidual host information. Host entries can have aliases and

y LAN database’ hyperlink at the top of the page. The 

 
 

is name is used by DNS relay to determine if a host name request is for the local 
atabase. 

for Ipv4 hosts’.  

To set the LAN domain name, type a domain name in the Local domain name text box and click 
on ‘Apply’. Th
d
 
To create an entry on the local host list, click ‘Create/View LAN database entry 
 

 
 
The Local host list section allows you to: 
 
• Create a new local host entry. Type the host name and IP address in the relevant text boxes 

re an existing local host entry; type in the relevant host name and/or IP address box(es) 
and click ‘Apply’. 
• Delete an existing local host entry; check the Delete? box associated with a specific entry and 
click ‘Apply’. 
 
To configure/add aliases for an existing local host, click on the ‘Extra host names and IP 
addresses list’ hyperlink for a specific entry. The displayed page allows you to: 
• Create a new host name and/or IP address aliases. Type a new name and/or IP address in the 
relevant Enter new alias text box and click Apply. 
• Configure an existing host name and/or IP address aliases. Type a new name and/or IP address 
in the relevant text box and click ‘Apply’. 

and click ‘Apply’. The DNS relay local LAN database page is displayed. 
• Configu
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• Delete existi
Apply’. 

ng host name or IP address aliases. Check the corresponding Delete? box and click 

s and the CLI commands that correspond 

3.4 DNS Relay configuration from the CLI 
ormation to DNS relay, enter: 

n/address information, enter: 
nsrelay add server <ip-address> 

or further information about these and other DNS relay commands, see the IAD CLI Reference 

‘
 
For details of how the DNS relay local database work
with the web page activities described here, see Configuring a DNS relay local database. 
 
4
To enable DHCP to pass DNS server inf
dhcpclient set interfaceconfig WAN givetodnsrelay enabled 
To set a DNS server that DNS relay can use to obtain domai
d
The DNS server address should be supplied by your ISP. To display servers, enter: 
dnsrelay list servers 
F
Manual: 
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VoIP 
 
44 
With configuration com ble to configure the 
VoIP element.  
 
44.1 

ratio nu. Then select the protocol you wish to 
uration Section. 

Note: It is 

Selecting and starting VoIP protocols 
plete for the IP interfaces and Security, it is now possi

Selecting the VoIP protocol 
Select the ‘VoIP’ option from the Configu
configure from the Individual protocol config

n me

 
recommended that you configure the required VoIP protocol and the Common VoIP 

elements before you starting the protocol stack. 

configuring VoIP services and if you wish to use FQDN rather than
t set up DNS client/relay correctly. 

Overview 
ts of Call Agent(s) element that has overall control of all medi

ng from and too Media Gateway elements that contain the media functi
IP to ISDN (see also section on Common Voice Elements).  

oints that the Call Agent can add, delete and modify call connecti

 
Note: When  IP addresses you 
must firs
 

45 MGCP 
MGCP consis a connections and 
messagi ons, for example 
translating Vo Media Gateways 
contain Endp ns too or from 

instance or wait for 
ertain events to occur and generate messages reporting the event. These events are typically, 

5.1 Backwards compatibility to RFC 2705 and NCS 

all Agent Configuration  
t in the Domain Name field and select the Port 

en for MGCP by sending RSIP messages 
 (acknowledge) to these messages (See 

o
other Endpoints or services within the Call Agents Domain or beyond (PSTN). It is possible for 
the Call Agent to instruct the Endpoint to either create and event, ringing for 
c
On-hook, Off-hook, Hook-flash and Number collection. Refer to either RFC 2705 or RFC 3435 for 
further information. 
 

4
The IAD MGCP implementation is optimized to use RFC 3435 however support - specifically for 
‘persistent events’ is available for RFC 2705 implementations (see below). NCS is a ‘cut down’ 
version of  the obsolete RFC 2705. 
 

45.2 Configuration 
From the VoIP page select ‘Configure Media Gateway Control Protocol’ option. 
 
45.3 MGCP C
Add the IP address or FQDN of the Call Agen
umber to use.  n

 
For RFC 3435 leave the Vendor field blank otherwise type ‘persisthook’ if RFC 2705 support is 
required.  
 
Select to either use NCS profile or not (True / False)  
 
X-keepalive is a crude method to keep firewall ports op
with no content in them. Some Call Agents will respond
X-keepalive CA poll below). Set the frequency of X-keepalive RSIP messages in seconds (0 if 
not required).  
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To save the Call Agent settings click ‘Add’. 
45.4 MGCP Signaling Configuration 

 
dd the Domain name or IP address of the Media Gateway (IAD). Note: you may have to 

 the nature of the CA’s requirement. 
 
Add the EP type name d is pre-pended with 
a ‘/’ to the user na e for index 1 in this 
example is ‘aaln/port0
 
Configure the eference to ‘*’@ being 
used to restart endp starting each endpoint 
individually after initial regi
 
If you set the Use fix Call Agents declared 
via this page or the Call Agents gives a 
level of extra secu  in the Network. Any 
request to redire jected if this option 
were enabled. 

elect the MGCP codecs to use with this IAD. 

l Agent section above, the IAD will send out RSIP messages 
wards that specified Call Agent. The X-keepalive CA poll option is set to ‘true’ when a reply to 

e Call Agent. 

n page to configure the common VoIP elements. 

he IAD (Media Gateway) uses a unique method of connecting ISDN devices to the MGCP 

 
A
enclose IP addresses in [ ] depending on

 (default is aaln) as defined at the Call Agent. This fiel
me configured on the VoIP Page. The endpoint nam

1’. See section on Common VoIP elements. 

Wildcard Restart attribute depending on the Call Agents pr
oints, this feature is used by some CA’s rather than re

stration. 
 

ed CA Port = true, the IAD will only respond to those 
 CLI (As displayed on this web page). Only using selected 
rity – but may cause problems if firewalls are deployed

ct (code 521) to another Call Agent would subsequently be re

 
S
 
If X-keepalive is configured in the Cal
to
the RSIP message is expected back from th
 
Select ‘Apply’ and return to VoIP Configuratio
 

45.5 IAD implementation for ISDN over MGCP 
T
network. ISDN devices are connected as normal to the IAD and an internal process converts the 
ISDN messaging in a similar way that a Terminal Adaptor works. Therefore it is possible to use 
analogue profiles at the CA to serve ISDN devices. This method is an alternative to using IUA, 
which is not currently supported. 
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45.6 For MGCP configuration via CLI 

oip add callagent MGC001 192.168.9.47 port 2427 

et the Media Gateway properties 
40 

6 SIP Overview 
SIP is a protocol  carry Voice and 
other Multim  is created SIP is also 
used to modi  used to ‘Invite’ a 
remote lo co-located so SIP 
Proxies are us point scenario, the 
‘INVITE’ message e making the call 
supports. A resp ll) with a similar 
request. On tween each end, 
bypassing an  media stream 
is RTP. On clear down a ‘BYE’ message is sent irectly to the other device and acknowledged to 

From the VoIP page select ‘Session Initiation Protocol‘option. 

ration 

Set the Call Agent properties: 
v
 
S
voip set mgcp domain MG.12
 

4
 used to initiate and negotiate a connection (session) that will

edia traffic to other such enabled devices. Once the session
fy and clear the session. There is a set of SIP ‘nouns’ that are

cation to set up a call. The two or more devices in the call may not be 
ed to determine the location of the devices. In a simple point to 

will set out a list of settings with values that the devic
onse is sent back by the far end device (the target of the ca

ce the format is agreed a media stream is set up directly be
y SIP Proxy routing that may have been used to set up the call. This

d
end the call. Refer to RFC 3263 for more information on SIP. 
 
46.1 SIP configuration 

 

46.2 SIP Signaling Configu

 

of the Registrar/Proxy. 
 
The Registrar/Proxy port numbe e ‘well-known’ port number for SIP - 
add a value to change this
 
Enter the User/SIP Domain
 
Enter the Register expires 
 
Set the Silence suppression references. 
 
 the Send Transport mode is  switch from UDP to 

TCP when the UDP frame size is >1320 bytes – this behavior can be adjusted by setting the TCP 
MSS (Maximum Segment Size) Clamp feature available on the WAN connection page. This is 
achieved by clicking on the relevant WAN interface ‘edit’ link, selecting the TCP MSS Clamp 
feature and selecting ‘true’. 

 
Enter the FQDN or IP address 

r is by default assigned th
 behavior. 

 field (optional). 

time in seconds. 

 and Echo cancellation settings to your p

set to UDP note that the IAD by default willIf
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Set the Digit map – a very simple example is ([0-9*#].T). 
 
Select ‘Apply’ to save the configuration. 

  
46.3 SIP Port Configuration 
ISDN variant IAD can from here enable Trunking; this is discussed later. 
 

 
 

 the user name entered at the corresponding index on 
 to use. Click ‘Apply’ to save changes. Then return to 

46.4 
Set up SIP e

 
Set the proxy/regist
voip set sip regproxy 192.168.1.46 

s 
SIP and MGCP. In addition you can 

tart the required VoIP Protocol from here.  

Configure the Password associated with
the VoIP page and the required Codecs
VoIP Configuration page and configure the common VoIP elements. 
 

For SIP configuration via CLI 
ndpoint properties 

voip set endp 1 pass pass01 
voip set endp 2 pass pass02 
voip set username port01 
voip set username port02 

rar address: 

 

47 Common VoIP Element
The VoIP page displays common elements applying to both 
s
 
Note: It is recommended that you configure this section and the VoIP protocol you wish to run 

eforeb  you start the Protocol. 
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47.1 Common Configuration 
If the TCP listen and UDP listen port numbers are set to ‘0’ they are allocated a value when 

 this dd  

TP uses ports 5100 upwards – this setting is not configurable. 

rvice from the drop down box, this will display the iplan 

portant e VoIP interface is 
set to iplan configured gateway 
is outside th

 only available on 
external tion WAN 
Service us
 
See also 
 
47.2 
The Name oint name at the 

all Agent (MGCP). 

either SIP or MGCP communication dialog commences. Change  to a fixed a ress if
required. 
 
R
 
Select the Interface to deliver the VoIP se
interface and any WAN services set up previously.  
 
Im  Note: If your VoIP service destination is via a WAN service and th

 the VoIP signaling will use the default route if as in this case the 
e subnet of the internal LAN (iplan) interface. If this happens the ATM QoS, Security 

and Traffic Shaping configuration will be bypassed, as these services are
interface connections. Correct this by changing the interface to the destina

ed for the VoIP services. 

section titled QoS in this document.  

Common Port Configuration 
 field reflects the User Name entry at the VoIP Gateway (SIP) or Endp

C
 

 
 tones can be customized – 

nfiguration (see below), click the 
’ button at the bottom of the page. 

ion ISDN 

oduct specific. 
e (However this is not always the case!). 

Note: If Single Device Registration  on the SIP page the 1st port 
configuration is the User Name re
 
47.4 Clock Reference / NTR for ISDN 
Set the Clock mode - If hardwa e voice ports will be locked to the 
network provided reference – if not
 
For PRI IAD there are two extra settings: 

 
elect the required Region for ring cadence and tones. Note: theseS

contact us for further information. 
 
There is also an option to Enable RTCP packets being sent. 
 
Once you have additionally configured any ISDN or POTS co
‘Apply
 
47.3 Port Configurat
The ISDN number is the display name shown on the ISDN device (if supported). 

et the ISDN termination to the required value – Note: this is prS
Set the ISDN mode – Note: most PBX use PP mod
 

(SDR) has been selected
quired at the Softswitch. 

re is selected the clocking for th
 the clock is ‘free running’. 
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PRI Clock Master This command is used to control which end of the link is the clock master on a 

RI CRC4 This command is used to set the PRI connection to either ‘none’ (no CRC4), ‘on’ (only 

 fields included – but does have 
dditional configuration for adjusting specific POTS settings. 

PRI connection. 
 
P
CRC4) or ‘auto’. 
 
47.5 Port Configuration POTS IAD 
An IAD with a POTS interface does not have the ISDN specific
a
 

 

lifting the receiver this is the time when the handset is deemed to be ‘off 

receiver this is the amount of time when the handset is 

dicating to a PBX or switch that 
call to dial tone’ is required – typically 80-120ms. Value must be

 
Seize time = When 
hook’. 
 

elease time = When replacing the R
deemed to be ‘on hook’. 
 
Flash time = The minimum amount of time (going on hook) in
‘re  less than the Release time. 

and <Release time. 

ingFrequency = This sets the frequency to use to signal ring to the POTS ports.  

ortRxGain = This sets gain for receiving on the POTS ports.  

xt port Name entry to the amount you require to blank. For 
 set port 3’s name field = “”.  

Therefore, Flash = >Flash time 
 
PortControlTable =This controls characteristics of the POTS ports.  
 
R
 
PortTxGain = This sets the gain for transmission on the POTS ports.  
 
P
 
47.6 Sub equip IAD 
To sub-equip the IAD, set the ne
instance if you only require 2 ports,
 
Note: This does not apply if Trunking Mode is set. 
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47.7 Starting the VoIP protocol 

8 Configure VoIP interface via the CLI 
ne BRI port from the CLI (SIP and MGCP) use the following scripts. 

oip set region uk 

 t

 

 

voip set interfacename ppp-0 to use the first PPPoA/PPPoE WAN port 

eve SIP ‘Trunking’ with the IAD. However this is not the same 
s the ‘SIP-T’ protocol.  

uration at the IAD, which can ‘pass through’ 
ny ISDN inbound or outbound call information transparently through the IAD. The substitution is 

 To

Start your chosen protocol by pressing the ‘Start selected protocol’ button – If the selected 
interface is connected – the protocol will start immediately. 
 

4
To set up a VoIP IAD with o
Note: The scripts below do not create values that are already set by default. For a complete 
example please refer to Appendix B - Examples of these notes. 
 
48.1 Common VoIP elements 
Set up the ‘common’ voice elements: 
v
 
Setup he endpoint names: 
voip set endp 1 epname 0124001 
voip set endp 2 epname 0124002 

In addition if the Interface is ISDN setup these other parameters as well: 
Voip set endp 1 displayname 0124001 
Voip set endp 1 displayname 0124002 

Select the interface: 
voip set interfacename iplan to use the LAN interface 

 
Now start the VoIP protocol you wish to use: 
voip set protocol mgcp or voip set protocol sip 
 

49 ISDN Trunking – SIP 
There are several methods to achi
a
 
The interpretation of SIP Trunking requires little config
a
as follows 
 
Called Party Number (CPN) =  address   

alling Line Identity (CLI) = From address 

PORTANT: If the End User Equipment cannot provide the CLI or the CPN then the entry in the 
t’s 

C
 

49.1 Call routing behaviour  
Inbound calls: The IAD will accept and route any CLI to the next available channel/port. Whether 
the call is answered is dependent on the end equipments capabilities to handle the CLI. 
 
Outbound calls: The IAD generates the CPN from information derived by the ISDN messaging 
sent from the End User Device. This in most cases (see Class 4/Transit working example, below) 
must match the configuration at the far end.  
 
IM
User Name field is used – this must match the End User Equipment or ‘far-end’ Equipmen
configuration to work correctly (with the exception of the Class 4 example explained later). 
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49.2 DDI/MSN 
Without SIP Trunking it is possible to set up multiple number ranges (MSN Point to Point mode) 

 be directed to each port of the IAD – this is set up at the Softswitch or Call Agent. With SIP 

 – Single Device Registration (SDR) and No 
t, in SDR mode when the IAD starts up the Device registers 

oftswitch, even 

de this registration/re-registration process does not occur. 

‘ON’, to enable SDR set SIP Trunking registers too 
’ 

to
Trunking enabled you can apply the same routing to multiple ports on the IAD (DDI). 
 
50 Trunking Modes 
There are two modes of trunking available at the IAD
Device Registration (NDR). Simply pu
a Single User Name and Password (the first entries in both tables) towards a S
though it may have multiple channels available. A timer is used to continue the registration 
process (re-register). In NDR mo
 
To enable trunking set SIP Trunking too 
‘ON

 
 

51 Trusted – Non-
The term Non-Trusted res validation or 
authorisation of ookup. The validation 
can be against a selecti ress. These entries 
obviously have to match at re there is no need to 
register the IAD at the Softswitch. 
 
In a Trusted Domain scen nd after a pre-determined 
time thereafter. Call attemp
 
It should however be po nticates the caller on a 
per call basis – but this i will react to either Domain type 
without further configuratio
 

ethod 

per-call authentication and no registration process. Calls are ‘pointed’ at the 
it is the end user equipment attached to the IAD that decides to 
valid number = reject), unless the User Name field matches the 

call ser equipment and are pointed back 
tow gal’ number sent 
from e nised are rejected. 
 
52.
For sec it style service described above you may have 
to a  unwanted traffic. For instance, if 
the IAD is being used as a packetizer, to utilize the Security and QoS features of the IAD will 

Trusted Domains 
Domain usually means that the Softswitch requi

the calling party on a per call basis, usually via a database l
on of username, password, SIP Domain, IP add

 the IAD and Softswitch authenticated – therefo

ario the IAD registers on initial connection a
ts are not authenticated.  

ssible to set up a Trusted Domain that also authe
s configuration at the Softswitch. The IAD 

n. 

52 Class 4/Transit Routing m
Depending on the Softswitch it could be possible to use a form or Class 4 or ‘transit’ switching 

hereby there is no w
IAD IP address of the IAD and 
route the inbound call or not (in

ed number. Outbound calls are first validated at the end u
ards the IP address of the Softswitch, which is configured to accept any ‘le
 th  IAD for onward processing – number ranges not recog

1 Security considerations for Class 4/Transit Trunking via the LAN interface 
urity reasons when using the Class 4/Trans

djust the Firewall and security features of the IAD to block
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req
binding r dmz interface. See also the Security Section of these notes. 
 
53 ation and Trunking from the CLI 

 true 

To 
oip set sip trunkreg true 

 
password is the first endpoint name and password of normal 

me 0124001 
voip set endp 1 password pass01 
 

54 ‘Lease Line’ style services via SIP 
It is possible to ct 2 IAD ogether with Proxy or Re ar (running Point to 
Point/Lease Line service), the IAD rface an eit POTS or ISD RI / PRI) interface at 
either end. Inbound and Outbound call mapping is static. Therefore inbound interface 1 is 

similar method to how V5.1 switching 
 or ‘Peer to Peer’ working. 

with additional ports/lines or even PRI IAD. Adjust the configuration scripts 
elow accordingly. A method to use ISDN trunking - a method similar to V.52 switching is 

uire the un-binding of the default iplan Ethernet service as an internal interface and its re-
 it as an external o

Enabling Single Device Registr
From the CLI type: 
voip set sip trunking
 

set the single device registration parameter type: 
v
 
The single user name and 
registration mode. 
voip set endp 1 epna

 conne ’s t out a gistr
 inte  c her be N (B

mapped to outbound port 1, etc. and vice versa. This is a 
works. This type of working is also known as ‘Back to Back’
 
The following example uses two double ports POTS IAD. Configuration would be similar for ISDN 
interfaces or IAD 
b
discussed later.  

 

r range/user name at each IAD must be 

enu. 
2. Change the User Name to a number that is unique at both equipments. 

5. Change the Registrar/Proxy address to that of the ‘far end’ IAD. 
 User Name on the VoIP page. (Therefore 

54.1 Web page configuration 
quires that the numbeLeased Line service operation re

unique at each end. 
 

54.2 At the ‘near end’ IAD 
1. Select the ‘VoIP’ item from the Configuration M

3. Select the ‘Apply’ button and return to the VoIP page. 
4. Select the ‘Configure Session Initiation Protocol’ button. 

6. Change the Password to the same as the
Password Index 1= User Name Index 1). 

7. Select ‘Apply’ and return to the VoIP page. 
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8. Select the interface to use – iplan for LAN or any WAN interface that has been 
configured. 

9. Select ‘SIP’ from the Protocol selection and press, ‘start selected protocol’. 

ar end’ IAD, except -  
r IP address to that of the ‘near end’ IAD. 

54.
Bel  If the User names are set up in this way - just dial 
the u

ipment  - Dial Plan anomalies 
er equipment that cannot provide a CPN or cannot route a CLI, 
 instead (the same as configuring a POTS IAD). See also SIP 

4.6 Leased line service using CLI commands 
cript. 

10. Save the configuration and re-boot. 
 

54.3 At the ‘far end’ IA 
Follow the steps above for the ‘f

1. Change the Proxy/Registra
 

4 Dial plan for POTS 
ow is a sample equipment numbers table –
req ired port number. 

Near End POTS  F

54.5 Using BRI equ
If using ISDN/BRI and the end us
then the User name field is used
Trunking section. 
 

5
To set up a point-to-point connection using the LAN port, use this s
 

At the ‘near end IAD’ 
Set up the IP address of the IAD: 

YYY.yyy.YYY.yyy) 

oip set endp 2 epname 102 

 with the IP address of the ‘far end’ IAD: 

ip set interface iplan (
voip set endp 1 pass 101 
voip set endp 2 pass 102 
voip set endp 1 epname 101 
v
 
Set the proxy/registrar address
voip set sip regproxy (xxx.XXX.xxx.XXX) 
 
At the ‘far end IAD’ 
Use a different number range and change the proxy/registrar address: 
p set interface iplan (xxx.XXX.xxx.XXX  
oip set endp 1 pass 201 
oip set endp 2 pass 202 
oip set endp 1 epname 201 
oip set endp 2 epname 202 
oip set sip regproxy (YYY.yyy.YYY.yyy) 
inally start the interface at each end: 
oip set interfacename iplan, or voip set interfacename ppp-0  

5 ‘Lease Line’ with ISDN SIP trunking  
‘Lease Line’ working for ISDN IAD effectively means you can attach two ISDN devices with 
complete transparency. Inbound and outbound traffic is allocated the next available port and 

i
v
v
v
v
v
 
F
v
 

5

IAD Equipment  No 
Port1a 101 

ar End IAD POTS Equipment No 

 Port1a 201 
Port1b 102  Port1b 202 
Port2a 103  Port2a 203 
Port2b 104  Port2b 204 
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passes th
method to

e CLI or CPN to the end user/far end device for processing (DDI/MSN). This is a similar 
 how V.52 switching works. 

s above 
 

ease Line‘ working with trunking do the following; 
on Menu and select ‘SIP’. 

2. Change the Registrar/Proxy address to that of the ‘far end’ IAD. 
3. Change SIP Trunking
4. Select ‘Apply’ and retu
5. Select the interface to use.
6. Select ‘SIP’ from 
7. Save the configuratio

 
55.2 At the ‘far end’ IAD 
Follow the steps above for the ‘far e the Proxy/Registrar IP address to that 
of the ‘near end’ IAD. 

 
55.3 Dial plan for Trunking 
You can then dial any rele as to exist at the far end 
device or equipment). See 
 
56 Lease Line wi
To set up a point-to-point conne

6.1 
Select to use ’:  

 
56.2 
Repeat the script ab ss: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IMPORTANT: for the above scenario to work correctly the End User Device MUST have the 
capability to route the number dialled from the opposite end of the connection. Otherwise see 
section titled Using BRI equipment – Dial Plan anomalie

55.1 At the ‘near end’ IAD 
o achieve ‘LT

1. Select the VoIP item from the Configurati

 option to ‘ON’. 
rn to the VoIP page. 

 
the Protocol selection. 

n and re-boot. 

 end’ IAD, except chang

vant number towards the far end (the number h
also section on SIP Trunking. 

th Trunking using CLI commands 
ction using the LAN port, use this script. 

 
5 At the ‘near end IAD’ 

trunking and set the proxy/registrar address to the IP of the ‘far end
voip set sip trunking true 
voip set sip regproxy (xxx.XXX.xxx.XXX) 

At the ‘far end IAD’ 
ove but change the sip registrar proxy to the ‘near end’ IAD addre

voip set sip trunking true 
voip set sip regproxy (YYY.yyy.YYY.yyy) 
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Ports 
57 Dslwan  
The Dslwan Port option allows you to configure specific DSL settings. Usually, the default settings 
are sufficient. These settings should only be altered for fine-tuning or advanced administration. 
The page also shows various counters and line states. 

menu, go to Ports and click on ‘Dslwan’. The DSL Port Configuration page 
 
From the Configuration 
is displayed. 
 
The page displayed below is for a SHDSL device 
 

 
 

w is for an ADSL device The page displayed belo
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Important note: By default for ADSL IAD the connection mode is set to ‘auto’ this means the link 

ted the operational 
t match exactly the 

SLAM setting, better link speed and a faster training rate can be achieved by selecting the correct 

e the default VoIP channel settings. Usually, the 
uld only be altered for fine-tuning or advanced 

lso shows various counters and line states. 

umber)’ from the Port menu 
ent only to that channel. 

o Ports and click on ‘Voipcmdstat’. The Voice Port Configuration 

will find the first suitable standard and will attempt to connect. When connec
ode shown is the current standard running on the link. However this may nom

D
Standard. If you do make a change – save the configuration and restart the IAD. In addition you 
should also set the  ADSL type correctly. 
 

58 Voipcmdstat 
The Voipcmdstat web page allows you to configur
efault settings are sufficient. These settings shod

administration. The page a
 
It is possible to view an individual channel by selecting ‘Voipcmd(port n
(the page displayed is exactly the same information below – but is pertin
 
From the Configuration menu, go t
page is displayed. 
 

 
9 Ethernet 

ws you to configure specific Ethernet settings. Usually, the default 
ettings are sufficient. These settings should only be altered for fine-tuning or advanced 

s. 

 Port Configuration 
age is displayed. 

5
The Ethernet Port option allo
s
administration. The page also shows various counters and line state
 
From the Configuration menu, go to Ports and click on ‘Ethernet’. The DSL
p
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Appendix A – Upgrading IAD from the CLI interface 

le. 

e a bootp server – there is a ‘freeware’ bootp server for Windows 
020-9.html 

LNET! 

de in this format 
0-D0-4C-00-xx-xx 

 
o you 

.Type system restart and immediately hold down the space key 

.Type configflash flashnetboot yes (enter) 

. Log on using the default user and password 

. Type console enable (enter) 
pdate (enter) 

e space key 
. At the prompt type configflash flashnetboot no (enter) 

 

ving the Flash Configuration  
d under direction from your provider’s hotline 

LI type 
onsole enable 

ashfs wipe 1 
ait for the prompt to return 

turn 

turn 

start (hold down the space key) 

To complete this procedure some knowledge of TFTP and bootp is desirab
 
There is a requirement to us
available from Cabletron at http://www.enterasys.com/support/techtips/tk0
 
The process to upgrade described below uses the Cabletron tool. 
 
DON’T ATTEMPT TO UPGRADE VIA TE
 
Cabletron bootp server 
Select the bootp tab 
Enter the MAC address of the IAD you wish to upgra
 0
Enter the IP address 192.168.1.1
Browse too the .bin file sent t
Select update 
  
IAD  
1
This will stop the flash from booting and you will get a ‘]’ prompt 
2
3. Power cycle the IAD 
 
This will load the iad with the new image 
4
5. Type system config save (enter) 
6
7. Type flashfs u
8. Type restart and hold down th
9
10. Power cycle the IAD 
 
This completes the upgrade
 
Defaulting the IAD by remo
Warning: - Only use this metho
 
From the IAD C
c
Type 
fl
W
Type 
flashfs wipe 2 
Wait for the prompt to return 
flashfs wipe 3 
Wait for the prompt to re
flashfs wipe 4 
Wait for the prompt to re
Type  
re
Load the file as described in the previous section (from step 2) 
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Appendix B - Examples 
START________LAN script__________________________________________ 

ppoa set trans ppp-0 welogin pap 

p-0 

_______________________________________________ 

t______________________________________ 

.222 

TART__________sip script_________________________________________ 

oip set endp 2 pass pass02 

ndp 1 epname 0124001 
ndp 2 epname 0124002 

oip set endp 3 epname 0124003 
oip set endp 4 epname 0124004 

oip set prot sip 

ND________________________________________________________ 

TART__________mgcp script_________________________________ 

oip add callagent MGC001 192.168.9.47 port 2427 
oip set mgcp domain MG.1240 
oip set endp 1 epname 1 
oip set endp 2 epname 2 
oip set endp 3 epname 3 
oip set endp 4 epname 4 
oip set prot mgcp 

ND_______________________________________________________ 

 
ip set int iplan ip 192.168.1.240 
 

ND____________________________________________________________ E
 
START__________PPPoAScript______________________________________ 
 
pppoa add trans ppp-0 dialout pvc 1 a1 0 38 
 
pppoa set trans ppp-0 pass IAD2000 
pppoa set trans ppp-0 user IAD2000@local 
pppoa set trans ppp-0 createroute enabled 
 
p
 
ip add int ppp-0 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 
ip attach ppp-0 pp
 
END_____________
 
START________IP Routes scrip
 
ip add defaultroute gateway 192.168.1
ip add route item0 192.168.9.0 255.255.255.0 gateway 192.168.1.222 
 
END____________________________________________________________ 
 
S
 
voip set region uk 
voip set sip regproxy 192.168.1.46 
 
voip set endp 1 pass pass01 
v
voip set endp 3 pass pass03 
voip set endp 4 pass pass04 
voip set e
oip set ev

v
v
 
v
 
E
 
 
S
 
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
 
E
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Appendix C Firewall Port Mappings 

here are no
firewall set s
 
Enabling a curity level or any 
filters set. Fo  described in 

 
Once you ha  filters to it. If you then 
save your co are saved 
as pa
 
Displayi
To check if a s
firewall statu
 
Firewall enab

 
Default Firew
The Firewall um or low network 
ecurity. Each level contains pre-configured filter rules for the most commonly used services, 

 and SMTP. Different incoming and outgoing filter rules determine whether 

efault levels are optional. If a level contains filter configurations that meet the security 
requirem  configure 

re them and 
manually set filters u
 
The following each policy. The 
tables tell yo ific policy. (Y=yes; 
N=no): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
nabling/disabling Firewall security levels E

T  security levels set by default. To enable a security level, enter: 
ecuritylevel {none | high | medium | low | userdefined <slevel>} 

security level automatically deletes and replaces the previous se
r example, if you have manually-configured a number of filters as

Firewall filters, they will be replaced by the filters defined for the enabled level. 

ve enabled a security level, you can add manually-configured
nfiguration using the system config save command, these additional filters 

rt of the default level and are restored on reboot. 

ng information about security levels 
ecurity level is set, enter: 

s 

led. 
Firewall security level: high. 

all Security levels 
module contains default security levels that provide high, medi

s
including HTTP, DNS
services are allowed or blocked for each security level. 
 
D

ents of your network, you can set that level and avoid having to manually
every filter. If the levels do not meet your security network requirements, you can igno

sing the firewall add portfilter command. 

 tables provide details of each security level’s filter rules between 
u that each service cannot be received in or allowed out by a spec
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‘None’ security level 
l provides the highest level of network protection because it blocks all The ‘None’ security leve

outgoing and incoming services between policies.  
 

 
 

ow security level 
l provides the minimal level of network protection by allowing the majority of 

L
The low security leve
outgoing and incoming service between policies.  
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Medium security level 
The medium security level provides moderate network protection by blocking the majority of 
incoming services but allowing a large number of outgoing services between policies.  
 

 
 
High security level 
The high security level provides a major level of network protection by blocking the majority of 
incoming services and a large number of outgoing services between policies.  
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